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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the scope of community 
participation in education, particularly in financing primary schools, to identify the 
major problems and to come up with practical solutions. 

In treating the factors of the levels of community participation , the study was 
done mainly via a descriptive survey method. 

The data were collected mainly through questionnaires from 92% of the 
invited respondents, from three groups representing both the primary school system 
and the community. A structured interview from 100% of invited REB and ZED 
representatives was used to supplement the questionnaire data. 

The results indicated that the participation of the community in financing the 
primary schools is very unsatisfactory. 

This is found to be so mainly due to the inefficiency of the school 
management /parentl committee in creating the necessary conditions for the 
community to participate in school affairs. It was also due to lack of clear guidelines 
on a policy statement regarding government support to primary education. It was 
found to be misinterpreted and confused with "free education" and cost-sharing . 

Though the ETP states that the Government will financially support primary 
education, the results indicated that the support, particularly in cash , is insignificant. 
The statistical treatments showed that there is no variation in the extent of 
community participation among the regional states treated in the study. In other 
words, community involvement is low across the four regions . 

Yet, whatever the difference is , it is apparent that the primary schools are in 
great need of increased community participation in their educational operations. 
Thus, the following are expected from schools , the community, and the Government, 
suggested in the study: 

It is absolutely necessary to enhance a two-way relationship between the 
schools and the community. Therefore, the primary schools , parents' representatives 
and their respective Woreda Education Offices should establish community 
mobilization structures to ensure systematic and effective community participation. 
The primary target should be to make the community believe that the schools are 
their own property and then render financial , material and/or labor support on a 
voluntary basis. 

The Ministry of Education and Regional Bureaux have to take urgent 
measures in clarifying policy statements regarding government financial support to 
primary education. They should also ensure that community support is subsidized 
by government budget and/or by other donor agencies. 

x 



Chapter One 

1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 

Education is a cornerstone of economic and social development. It is 

significant in improving the productive capacity of societies and their political , 

economic and scientific institutions. It also helps reduce poverty by mitigating its 

effects on population, health and nutrition and by increasing the value and efficiency 

of the labor offered by the poor. As economies worldwide are transformed by 

technological advances and new methods of production that depend on a well

trained and intellectually flexible labor force , education becomes even more 

significant. (Lockheed and Verspoor, 1991 : 1). In this regard , primary education 

plays a basic role in increasing the productivity of citizens in all sectors of the 

economy. 

Primary education has two main purposes: producing a literate population that 

can deal with problems encountered in life and serving as a foundation on which 

further education is built. However, in many countries, particularly in the developing 

world , educational systems are unable to meet their objectives satisfactorily. Th is is 

because of the fact that they do not teach children already in school the core skills 

contained in their national curriculum; and also they do not provide all school-age 

children , particu larly girls , with the opportunity to attend school. As a result, these 

primary educational systems are ineffective in these ways and national efforts to 

build a base of human capital for development become fruitless (Lockheed and 

Verspoor, 1991: 1-2) 

Certain corrective measures should be taken to address these shortcomings. 

First, primary education should give priority to increasing children's learning in 

school so that most students master the learning elements as specified in the 

curriculum and complete the primary cycle. Second, access to school must be 

provided for all school-age children . Otherwise, development opportunities will be 



lost when a large fraction of the school-age population has no access to schooling. 

(Lockheed and Verspoor, 1991 :2-3). 

Developing countries can progress toward these goals only when available 

resources are allocated to the most cost-effective inputs. Most middle-income 

countries could significantly improve educational effectiveness by reallocating funds 

within the existing primary education budget. In most low-income countries , 

however, the scope for such reallocations is limited , and additional resources for 

primary education are essential. The continuing economic crisis jeopardizes the 

ability of many countries, particularly of those in the developing world , to maintain 

the present level and quality of their educational services. Countries and groups 

with low educational levels increasingly miss out on the gains made possible by 

technological innovations and new production processes. As the gap between the 

educated and the uneducated widens, the uneducated are progressively less able 

to enhance and shape their own economic and social development. This process 

constrains international competitiveness and confines a large proportion of the 

world's population to poverty. Therefore , all developing countries must improve the 

education and training level of their labor force. Their advanced education and 

training must rest on the solid foundation of good primary education. (Lockheed and 

Verspoor, 1991 : 1-2). 

When we consider the present situation or reality about primary education in 

Ethiopia, there is yet much to be done. Still today, Ethiopia is in quantitative terms, 

one of the most under-schooled countries in the world. As a result, there is a wide 

gap between school-age population and the number of children who are actually 

attending school. 

The latest educational statistics (Educational Statistics Annual Abstract 

1999/2000:4) indicates that there are about 12,683,585 children in the primary 

school age population (7-14 years) of which 6,462,503 (51%) were enrolled in the 

two cycles of the primary education (grades 1-4, 5-8). This means the Gross 
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Enrollment Ratio (GER) in the primary, at the national level is 51% and the GER by

sex is 40.7% for girls and 60.9% for boys. As reported by the Central Statistics

Authority(CSA), (2000:7) 571,719 students were enrolled in the secondary schools.

Out of that total enrollment, girls account for 40.8%. The GER for girls is 8.5% and

12.0% for boys.

Table 1: Enrollment 1995/96 - 1999/2000

No Gross enrollment
Ratio (Government 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/2000

& Non-Government)
1 Primary 3787919 4468294 5090670 570223 6462503

(30.1) (34.7) (41.8) 3 (51.0)
(45.8)

2 Secondary 402753 426495 167669 521728 571719
(8.1) (8.4) (8.9) (9.7) (10.3)

Source:- MOE: Annual Education abstract: 1999/2000
Figure in parentheses indicate GER

Moreover, even when considering those who get the opportunity to attend

primary education, the quality of education has been deteriorating due to increasing

student-to-teacher ratios, number of students per classroom and number of students

per textbook.

This is one of the main challenges facing the country and indicates the

magnitude of the tasks involved in providing primary education to the future

generation. Probably one of the ways of tackling the challenge is initiating and

encouraging community participation in primary education.

In fact this is also hinted at in the Education and Training Policy which states

that, "due attention will be given to popular participation in the production,

distribution, utilization, upkeep, care and safety of educational materials, educational

technology and facilities". The policy also asserts that" - - - the participation of

various organizations and individuals will be enhanced in the production, supply and

distribution of educational support inputs." (Education and Training Policy, 1994:28).

3



Such community involvement in school affairs has proved to be successful in 

countries such as Bangladesh, Colombia, Egypt, Guatemala, Malawi and Mali . The 

names of the programs differ but include Bangladesh Rural Action Committee 

(BRAC) Schools , ESCUELA Nueva Unitaria, Community Schools and Village-based 

Schools, etc. As defined by Cummings in IER some of these schools are community 

schools opened to expand quality, educational access and reach the periphery as 

Cummings (1998) defined it. They have strong local community participation, legal 

support from the upper levels of the education system and assistance from local and 

international non-government organizations.(IER, 1998:467-468). 

In Kenya for example, schools are governed by school communities . Mark 

Bray (1988:32) has pOinted out that 

The committee may arrange money collections amongst parents 
to provide for building materials , and it has to account for the 
funds raised and used , further, it has to keep parents informed 
about school affairs , arrange for parents' visiting days and 
parent/teacher meetings, and also keep the head master and 
teachers informed of the parents' views of how the school is 
being run . In this respect, it is likely to press for good 
examination results and to become critical of the teachers if 
these are not obtained . 

This picture may be applicable to a large number of third world countries . 

In Ethiopia, parental and community involvement in school affairs has a long 

tradition. The level of their involvement was , however, limited to the physical 

improvements of their schools and their involvement used to happen only when they 

are asked or to ld by higher authorities. In fact, a significant shift has been observed 

in this area during the last five years. According to the evaluation of the 

implementation of the first Five - Year Education Sector Development Progrmm, 

people's participation in education activities has resulted in the growth of enrollment, 

in decreasing dropout rate , although sporadic, in financial and labor contribution , in 

improving students' discipline, in building schools in communities , etc. (MOE, 1992 

E.C) 
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1.2 Statement of the problem 

The tasks of providing primary education to citizens is enormous. First and 

foremost providing such education for more people costs more money, that is, 

schools have to be built, teachers have to be trained , textbooks have to be 

published , classrooms have to be furnished with the necessary facilities , etc. 

Sometimes a complete renewal of the education system may be required. However, 

the Government or the Ministry of Education alone cannot accomplish all these 

successfully and therefore involvement, that is participation of the community in this 

process, is very important. In other words, the Government should share the task 

with the community. The question here is thus, how best could this be materialized? 

It needs in-depth search, analysiS and workable recommendations. 

In addition, in the Education and Training Policy (1994:31) , it is stated that 

priority for governmental financial support will be up to the completion of general 

secondary education (grade 1-10) and related training with increased cost-sharing at 

higher levels of education and training . This policy statement is misinterpreted, 

misunderstood and confused with free education and cost-sharing , because of lack 

of clear guidel ines at diffrent levels for officials, professionals , parents and the 

community at large. This might be the cause for parents/communities in almost all 

regions for not contributing money to schools since 1987/88 E.C.(Annex -01) As a 

result schools are suffering from shortage of finance. Moreover, in executing the 

f inancial rule (enacted by the Ministry of Finance) , schools are expected to deposit 

the money they obtained through income-generating activities to the respective 

finance offices, and then ask again to get the money back. That is both time

consuming and tiresome. They should deposit it and then withdraw on the basis of 

thp. Federal Government of Ethiopia Financial Administration Proclamation No. 

I • • - --__ ..... _\. / fr"f"'\~ ::lI 
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parents and communities. 

Thus, in conducting this study, the following basic questions will be answered. 

1) In what way is the statement in the Education and Training Policy which 

states "The priority for government financial support will be up to the 

completion of general secondary education and related training (grade 

1- 10) with increased cost-sharing at higher levels of education and 

training" understood/ translated/at different levels in the education 

system? 

2) What are the sources and systems of financing primary schools? 

3) Who are the potential contributors of finance for primary schools? 

4) What kind of resource is supplied by the community to primary 

schools? 

5) What are the problems encountered by primary schools' as a result of 

shortage of finance? 

6) what are the effects of the problems? 

7) What measures must be undertaken to overcome the constraints? 

1.3 Significance of the study 

First, it will help to make authorities and concerned people aware of the 

existing constraints of financing government and public primary schools . 

Second , it may help policy makers and practitioners to develop appropriate 

strategies to fill the gap between the school and community. 
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Third, this area of serious concern will also be a good ground for further 

studies. 

1.4 Delimitation of the study 

A thorough study is quite essential to investigate the scope of community 

participation in education, particularly in financing primary schools , to identify the 

major problems of the schools and the community and to come up with practical 

solutions. However, this study is delimited to a survey of community financing of 41 

government and 5 public primary schools (1 - 8) found in 10 woredas and 6 zones 

of three regional states (Tigrai , Amhara , Benshangul-Gumuz) and Addis Abeba City 

Administration.(see Annex RZWS-1) 

1.5 Limitations of the study 

The study was designed to focus on government and public schools found in 

three Regional states (Tigrai, Amhara and Benshangul-Gumuz) and Addis Abeba 

City Administration . However, because of financial and time constraints the study 

has covered only 46 primary schools in 10 Woredas in 6 zones of the selected 

regions. Besides this, due to the same reason , the schools treated in Tigrai Region 

are only those found in urban areas. Therefore , the result of the study should be 

considered with these limitations. 

1.6 Methods and Procedures 

In conducting the study, a descriptive survey method was employed on the 

assumption that it helps to reveal the current status of community participation in 

financing primary schools in the selected woredas of Tigrai , Amhara , Benshangul

Gumuz Regional states and Addis Abeba City Administration. Moreover, related 

literature and previous research findings were reviewed. Necessary data were also 
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collected from primary school committee/board members i.e. directors, teachers , 

students and parents. Similarly, data were collected from representative of Woreda 

Education and Training Board members. 

1.6.1 Data Source/subjects of the study 

The sources of data in this study are: 

a) At school level 

Members of school committee/board 

Primary School Directors 

Representatives of Teachers Association of the Schools 

Representatives of Students 

Representatives of Parents 

b) At woreda level 

Members of Woreda Education and Training Board 

Heads of Woreda Education Offices 

Woreda Administrative Council in Charge of Social Affairs 

Representatives of Woreda Teachers Association 

c) Documents, regulations , guide lines and directives 

1.6.2 Sampling technique 

Purposive sampling technique was used in selecting the regions and 

zones while the woredas and schools were selected on a random basis . 

1.6.3 Sample size 

The sample size of the study is 46 primary schools (5 of them public 

school) , 10 woreds 6 zones 3 regions and 1 city administration (see Table 2 

below) 
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Table 2 Population and Sample size of Zones, Woredas & Schools

Sample Size
Region Zone Woreda Schools Zone Woreda School

Amhara 11 105 168 2 6 23
Tigrai 5 35 56 2 1 9
Benshangul-Gumz 3 20 40 1 1 4
Addis Abeba 6 28 13 1 2 10
Total 6 10 46

1.6.4 Instruments for Data Collection

To conduct this research, the following data tools were employed. A set of

close-ended with limited open-ended questionnaires were prepared. This type of

questionnaire is selected because it is very popular, it provides a greater uniformity

of responses, and is more easily processed. In addition, when questions are closed-

ended, respondents will be able to select from a list of answers provided to them

(Babbi 1983:1939). The question items were first prepared in English and then

translated into Amharic and Tigrigna. They were sorted into two sets. One set was

for school committee/board members (directors, teachers, student and parents) and

the other one for Woreda Education and Training Board members. Questionnaire

papers were distributed 174 to randomly selected School Committees/Board

members, 15 Public School Administration and Management Committee members,

and 30 Woreda Education and Training Board members. A total of 153 (87.9%) of

the questionnaires distributed to school Committee/Board, 14 (93.3 %) of the public

School Administration and Management Committee members and 25 (83.3 %) of the

questionnaires distributed to members of Woreda Education and Training Board

were filled and returned. To increase the reliability of the data a structured interview

was employed and conducted with officials of Regional Education Bureaux and

Zonal Education Departments. The qualitative data collected through interview are

analyzed and interpreted, together with those collected through the questionnaire.
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1.6.5 Procedures of Data Collection 

Before administering the questionnaires, a pre-test study was carried out in 3 

woredas and 10 schools found in 3 regions , namely 

a) Amhara 

West Gojam (Bahr Dar) 

b) Oromyia 

E.Shoa (Nazereth) 

c) Benshangul-Gumuz 

Kamashi 

There was no major change in the instruments except making some 

corrections and improvements in language of very few questions for clarity. Then, the 

questionnaires were distributed to the respective respondents and collected by 

assistants, designated by the directors of each school, and then returned to the 

researcher. The questionnaires for woreda Education and Training Board members 

were distributed and collected by the woreda Education Office Head and returned to 

the researcher. The structured interview with Regional Education Bureaux and Zonal 

Education Department officials was administered by the researcher himself. 

1.6.6 Methods of Data Analysis 

The data gathered was analyzed using analysis of variance and Chi-square 

tests in addition to descriptive procedures including percentage, frequency and 

mean analysis . The statistical tests of analysis of variance and Chi-square will 

allow this study to make a generalization to the population from which the samples 

were drawn. 

1.7 Definition of Key Terms 

Community - The people living in one particular area who have at least 

several of the following in common : a network of shared 
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interests and concerns (although the members may hold 

opposing views about them and have different investments, 

roles, and responsibilities in relation to them) ; a common 

symbolic or physical base - a meeting place, a village, a zone 

within a town, a town itself, or an area served by a school. (Wolf 

Joyce etal , 1997). 

Schools Board/Committee-

Partnership 

Participation 

a committee whose members are drawn from local councils , 

teachers and students representatives , school directors and 

individual who are known to have patronized the advancement of 

education in their communities. The committee is responsible 

among other things to oversee the well functioning of the school , 

to endorse the school's budget, to oversee the promotion of 

teachers , to coordinate parents , teachers , and students relations 

and educational activities. (MOE 1988 E.C.:14) 

a body that works as local educational authority or committee 

responsible for overseeing the schools in an area known as a 

school district. It is usually set up by the state with its members 

elected locally and having powers as a school governing body 

(page and Thomas, 1977:300) 

a relationship in which two or more people or organizations work 

together as partners. 

Communities identify their own problems, assess their options, 

make decisions, and carry them out by contributing labor, skills , 

material, or funds (Wolf Joyce & etal. 1997) 

Moreover, it is involvement characterized by jointly initiated , 

monitored & evaluated programs of an organized group of 

people. It envisages self-perceived interest of groups and 

individuals in an effort to achieve set goals (Rahman in 

Zaudneh , 1989:7) 
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Public school - A school owned by the public in accordance with Article (1) of 

the public ownership of private school Proclamation No. 54/1975 

and including such schools established by the people thereafter. 

(Proclamation No.260 of 1984). 

Woreda Education and training Board -

a management board whose members are drawn from the 

population, development offices and organizations and 

educational professionals with the purpose of mainly overseeing 

that education in their respective Woreda is given qualitatively 

and equitably; supervising that manpower, finance and facilities 

allocated to the Woreda are properly utilized; developing and 

implementing various programs in order to strengthen education 

and training in the woreda; see to it that formal and non-formal 

education and training are widely given in an integrated 

way.(MOE 1988 E.C.:6-7). 

1.8 Organization of the study 

Th is study is organized in four chapters. The first chapter deals with the 

formulation and statement of the problem, delimitation of the study, limitation of the 

study, significance of the study and definition of key terms. The research 

methodology and procedure of the study employed to collect and analyze the data 

are also included in this chapter. The second chapter presents a review of related 

literature. The third chapter is concerned with the presentation, analysis and 

interpretation of data. Summary, conclusions and recommendations are presented 

in the fourth chapter. 
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Chapter Two 
Review of Related Literature 

This chapter will review the literature on community participation in education 

with a particular emphasis on community financing of primary schools and the 

problems and policy implications. 

2.1. Community Participation: Concept and Definition 
2.1.1 Definitions and Characteristics: 

A more participatory approach to development begins with the assumption 

that "sustainable development ultimately depends on enhancing people's capacities 

as individuals and groups to improve their own lives and to take greater control over 

their own destinies". (Shaeffer 1994:15). While this assumption may seem self

evident, such an approach to development represents a considerable change in 

social and political relationships and in who participates in, controls, and is 

empowered by the development process.(Shaeffer, 1994: 15) 

The terms associated with the definitions and essential characteristics of 

'participation' are often vague and poorly defined. For greater clarification , several 

different degrees or levels of participation in development can be described. These 

include: 

• Involvement through the mere use of a service (such as enrolling children in 

school or using a primary health care facility) . 

• Involvement through the contribution (or extraction) of money, materials 

and labor. 

• Involvement through 'attendance' (e.g. at parent's meetings at school) , 

implying passive acceptance of decisions made by others. 

• Involvement through consultation on a particular issue. 

• Participation in the delivery of a service, often as a partner with other 

actors. 

• Participation as implementers of delegated powers: and, most completely. 
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• Participation "in real decision making at every stage: identification of 

problems, the study of feasibility, planning , implementation, and 

evaluation". (UNICEF 1986:1). 

Thus, people participate to the extent that they" . .. choose cognitively, 

affectively, and physically to engage in establishing, implementing, and evaluating 

both the overall direction of a programme and its operational details" (Bernard, 

1990:7). Choice, in this context, implies not merely an agreement to follow but an 

active decision to assume responsibility in considering the rationale, implications 

and potential outcomes of the program (Bernard , 1990:7). 

Two important issues must be noted here. First, these definitions represent a 

very ambitious goal - an ideal - probably unreachable (at least in the short-term) by 

many societies and organizations of the world . In some countries, for example, 

achieving the third degree of participation- the rather passive involvement of a range 

of actors through attendance at activities organized by others - would already 

represent a considerable achievement. In other words the degree of participation 

that it is possible to achieve in any given society, needs to be assessed realistically, 

based on its level of development and its political , social , cultural , and economic 

context (Shaeffer, 1994:7) . 

Second, achieving greater participation of more individuals and institutions in 

a society is clearly an evolutionary process. A government bureaucracy, a teacher

training institution, a school , or a parenUteacher association does not leap from the 

first degree of participation to the last - or even to the middle. Rather, participation 

evolves over time, faster or slower (perhaps with some backward steps) , depending 

on a number of factors and conditions (Shaeffer, 1994:7) 

.Participation has many meanings and may be a means or an end, but in 

reality, it is usually both . Involving people in order to increase awareness, empower, 

build capacity, or expand rights and duties may be an end in itself, but it may also 
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function as an instrumental means for accomplishing a specific task. Similarly, 

working with people to accomplish a specific task may enable them to expand their 

confidence and ability to address other issues in their lives. But it is important to 

understand that frivolously involving communities simply for its sake of involvement 

can be dangerous: when people become involved, they are contributing time, 

money, ideas, trust, and goodwill. Their expectations are raised, and follow-through 

is essential. Understandings with communities should be clear, and if promises are 

made, they should be kept.(Wolf, et ai , 1997:6-7). 

International agreement on the meaning of community participation is also 

lacking even though most major international funders have defined what they mean 

by the term "participation." The World Bank, for example, defines participation as "a 

process through which stakeholders influence and share control over development 

initiatives and the decisions and resources that affect them" (World Bank 1996b). In 

another document, it was also noted that "Participation means influence on 

development decisions, not simply involvement in the implementation of benefits of a 

development activity". (Rugh, and Bossert, 1998: 163) 

A community can be defined as a group of people who share social , economic 

and cultural interests. Its members recognize social obligations to each other, hold 

at least some common values , and share an identity. They normally have some 

shared institutions also (Bray, 1987: 11) 

Furthermore, Wolf, Kane, and Strickland define community thus: 

a network of shared interests and concerns (although the members may 

hold opposing views about them and have different investments, roles , 

and responsibilities in relation to them) ; 

a common symbolic or physical base-a meeting place, a village , a zone 

within a town, a town itself, or an area served by a school ; 

extension beyond the nuclear or extended family (It is possible that 

everyone may be related in some way, but the rules that govern the family, 
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e.g. , sharing authority, etc, . are not the same ones that govern the larger 

groups); 

members recruited primarily through birth and marriage (For example, a 

trade union or religious "community" would not qualify, nor would the "aid 

community." These are not communities in the sense used here, although 

such groups may indeed have a legitimate role as stakehodler groups in 

the educational process); and 

Something that distinguishes itself from other similar groups. 

"The community", therefore, consists of people who meet most of the criteria 

listed above, but, who can sometimes hold as many different perspectives and 

voices as there are members. This is the challenge of community involvement

identifying those voices and helping people to bring their different concerns and 

options to bear on a common end.(Wolf et ai , 1997:9-12) 

According to (Bray 1987) the above overall definition embraces the 

following types and examples of communities: 

• A geographic community refers to all individuals living in a village, rural 

district or urban suburb. In many countries, schools have been formed 

and are supported by village development associations and by local 

parents' groups. In some situations all the people in a country or even a 

continent may see themselves as a community. 

The word 'community' can also describe ethnic, racial and religious 

groups within a wider society. Thus it can refer to the Tamil , Gikuyu or 

Brazilian-Indian peoples, for example; to Chinese, Europeans or Asians; or 

to Christians, Mormons, Jews or Muslims. Within the Christian community 

may exist sub-communities of Roman Catholics , Baptists, Methodists, 

Anglicans and so on; and within the Muslim community there may exist 

sub-communities of Ismailis, Ahmadiyya , Sufis and so on . 

Whether individuals identify themselves as members of the overall religion 

or of the sect usually depend on their numbers and the context. If people 
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are a minority and see themselves as fundamentally different from others, 

they are likely to join together more cohesively. 

Some communities sub-divide themselves by sex and age for particular 

purposes. In all parts of the world males and females , and children, 

youths, middle-aged and elderly meet separately for some purposes. 

Sometimes, for example, women's groups are a powerful force. And some 

West African communities are sub-divided into age groups which playa 

major role in generating resources for schools. 

Communities may also be based on occupations. For example, many 

commercial companies, universities and missions run schools for the 

children of their workers. The Rotary and Lions Clubs are communities of 

businessmen which do not usually run their own schools but often provide 

grants for specific projects. 

Communities can also arise from shared family concerns. Among the most 

important for school support are Parents' Associations , based on adults' 

shared involvement with the welfare of their children (Bray, 1987 : 11-13) 

Community participation in education provides a way of building upon these 

aspirations by encouraging 

greater equity and democracy; 

greater "ownership" of and responsiveness toward the school; and 

increasing recognition of the value of education and the value of 

education for all 

But the most immediate and practical advantage of community involvement in 

education is that it is likely to improve the school's success. In addition, other 

practical advantages include 

more resources for the school ; 

greater relevance of the school, in terms of culture, curriculum, and 

schedules, for the child and for the community; 

reduction of the work burden of teachers and principals; and 
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perhaps most important, the addition of another, often very well-informed 

voice . 

Communities that are closely involved with their schools think of the school as 

belonging to them and make it part of their lives. (Wolf, 1997:16-17). 

2.1.2 The Rationale for Community Participation 

A number of countries have recognized the importance of community 

participation as a social policy development and decision. Also, an increasing 

number have taken, or are taking steps to both increase awareness of, and 

strengthen mechanisms for community participation in social policy development and 

decisions. (Shaeffer, 1994a). 

Community participation is a social process in which specific groups with 

shared needs, living in a defined geographical area, actively pursue identification of 

their needs and take decisions and establish mechanisms to meet them (Tigabu, 

1997). The organ and delivery of educational services can benefit greatly from 

community participation. New inspirations may arise and new and positive initiatives 

may be stimulated. There can be better problem solving and crisis management, 

and greater levels of project management and goal attainment. In part through the 

availability of volunteers, services could be provided at a lower cost, and added 

resources can be brought into the system, 

Equally importantly, the resources are more likely to be utilized more 

effectively when the community is given greater social control over the planning and 

implementation of health & education services. (Burkey, 1993, Frankel, 1992; 

Morely et ai , 1993; Oakely, 1989, World Bank, 1993 ). 

Community participation can also facilitate the development of the 

organization of services on a community basis . There should be a better planning of 

health and education systems, in terms of better and more meaningful contributions 
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in determining the need for health and educational facilities , their location and size, 

the number and types of personnel required , recruitment procedures, employment 

practices and personnel policies, the nature of financing and resource allocation 

(Monekosso 1989; UNESCO 1985). 

Greater participation can lower development costs (e.g. through more 

volunteer labor and the use of more local expertise and resources) , make 

development programmes more cost-effective, and ensure greater equity of the 

benefits of development within and across communities. It can also increase the 

impact and sustainability of development programmes by encouraging more of a 

"hand-crafted approach to development". (UNICEF, 1986). 

2.2 Approaches to Participation : Potential Partners in Education 

The major actors in education are the government, the school , the community, 

and non-governmental organizations. Their norms and values, their 

procedures of work; and the knowledge, skills , attitudes and motivations of 

the people who work in them, will be discussed in this section that follows. 

2.2. 1 The government: bureaucracies and bureaucrats 

What are the general characteristics of 'government' and of its officials which 

influence their reaction to more participatory approaches to development? To 

answer this question, it is necessary to differentiate between the political and the 

administrative sides of government. The political side is especially crucial for any 

discussion of participation. Depending on its ideology and pol icies , its legitimacy 

and its strength , the political system of a country - or of the political party which 

dominates it - may either ignore, resist, or actively prohibit greater participation: or it 

may permit, encourage, and actively facilitate it (Shaeffer, 1994: 11). 
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But, even if the politics of a nation tend to encourage greater participation , the 

administrative side of government often does the opposite. Bureaucracies of 

education ministries (and other sectors) may be effective managers of top-down 

development projects , and have an extensive infrastructure, knowledgeable 

administrator and considerable experience in organizing projects of a national 

scope. But, they may also often have several characteristics which work against 

more participatory approaches to development. 

Governmental structures and procedures are often centralized , standardized, 

hierarchical , based on departmental or sectoral lines, all of which make difficult any 

attempt to respond to local conditions and needs and to integrate development 

efforts. As quoted in Shaeffer (1994a), Stiefel has stated that the result is often an 

attempt "to enclose people in standardized rules , regulations , and official 

institutions, thereby discouraging voluntary initiatives and promoting apathy, 

withdrawal and often passive resistance". 

Many bureaucracies may also have limited financial and human resources to 

penetrate regularly and systematically, to all of a country's villages and settlements, 

let alone to those most isolated and marginal even through an extensive network of 

local offices. 

Bureaucracies often have inflexible procedures of planning, decision making, 

programme implementation, evaluation, accountability, etc. These lead to the 

design of quick solutions to complex problems, the rapid assessment of easily 

quantifiable output and the desire for immediate success. In such a system, there 

is little advantage seen in more flexible , but also messier, more complex, and 

potentially less immediately and less visibly successful activities. "This rigid 

approach is often reinforced by the importance given to national goals of unity and 

integration and by the necessity imposed by both internal auditors and external 

funders for detailed planning and budget cycles and work schedules. Allocation of 

funds for precisely-stated outcomes, reliance on 'hard' data and expert judgment, 
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and the clearly-stated implementation schedules [which] make project justification 

easy in budget presentations" (Korten 1981 :4). 

Education ministry officials may also have limited knowledge of, or sensitivity 

to , current community conditions or local experience. One effect of this can be a 

particular set of attitudes toward the 'periphery'. This includes: 

the assumption that lower levels of the bureaucracy are capable merely of 

implementing policies and decisions made at the top ; and 

little appreciation of (or even scorn for) local or indigenous knowledge and 

of the creative potential of what are seen as largely passive 'beneficiaries' 

of development, especially in comparison with the supposed expertise of 

professionals at the centre. 

Finally, they may often have a top-down mentality "based on transmitting 

instructions from above, giving orders to people below them, strictly obeying 

instructions received (or making a show of it) and making the boss happy" (Pinney 

1983:43). Communication, in such a context, flows down the structure, with few 

opportunities for the reverse. This can lead to the discouragement of and even the 

fear of diversity and local initiative; the avoidance of open consultation and 

interaction , except with other professionals speaking the same language; and the 

desire to control information, events, and people. The principal motivation of the 

public servant and the expert becomes the maintenance and control of the status 

quo (Shaeffer, 1994:12-13). 

2.2.2 The school: principals and teachers 

The school , as the major actor in educational development, is composed of 

both teachers and managers (headteachers or principals). Headteachers can be 

especially critical in any attempt at school improvement, but their roles in various 

systems are often quite different. In some, headteachers are seen as the lowest end 

of the government bureaucracy, trusted to carry out its administrative tasks and 
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deliver its educational instructions to teachers; they may therefore share many of the 

characteristics of the government administrators described above. In other contexts, 

however, headteachers are primarily responsible for pedagogical issues, with 

administrative tasks added on, but generally treated by the bureaucracy in the same 

way as teachers. As a kind of 'extension agent' of the ministry, both teachers and 

headteachers face the issue of whether they consider themselves to be accountable 

primarily to the bureaucracy above them or to the community below (Shaeffer, 

1994:12-13). 

Though there is , of course, a huge variety of conditions in schools within and 

across countries of the developing world , there are certain more or less common, 

characteristics in schools of poorer countries and of marginal and disadvantaged 

populations. According to Cohn and Rossmiller(1987) these include: 

Teachers often consider themselves masters or mistresses of their 

classrooms, already trained and certified , and therefore little interested either in 

receiving advice from superiors or in sharing experience with peers. They also often 

disqualify the experience of parents and reject or even fear their involvement in 

issues related to teaching and learning. Similarly, although teachers often have 

considerable knowledge of their pupils, of the local environment, and of what is 

feasible and useful in the context of the local school , this experience is often ignored 

both by the central bureaucracy and by local officials, supervisors , and even 

headteachers. 

Finally, and more generally, schools are often only 'loosely coupled ' to the 

larger education system. While they are part of a network of central , regional , and 

local interests, and heavily dependent on complementary institutions and sub

systems (training colleges, examination systems, curriculum development centres) , 

they are often only weakly linked, at the end of a long chain of command , to this 

bureaucracy. This makes the success of any central and standardized reform 

problematic at the school level (Cohn and Rossmiller,1987). 
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2.2.3. The community: parents and local organizations 

The nature of the 'community' and of the conditions which determine its fate 

are perhaps even more varied than those of the school. Communities can be 

defined by law and geography, culture and language, class and caste. They can be 

heterogeneous or homogeneous, united or torn by conflict, poor or rich , sunk in 

fatalism or vibrant with optimism. They can be governed by leaders chosen 

democratically and acting relatively autonomously from other levels of government, 

or by leaders imposed from above and representing central authorities. Many 

communities , especially in disadvantaged areas, lack social units and even informal 

local organizations which might be mobilized for greater participation (Korten 1981). 

Others may have quite active local associations (e.g for women and youth, for 

economic and cultural cooperation, and for religious and political purposes). Each 

of these characteristics will influence the degree to which communities themselves , 

their leaders, and their associations are involved - or are able and willing to be 

involved - in development and in education. 

Especially in socially and economically marginal regions , communities are 

generally not deeply involved as external actors in formal education. This may be 

true for parents of children in school depending on the nature of the community. 

Whatever involvements there may be, they tend to be largely extractive in nature 

and often limited to the provision of resources - money, materials and labor. Other, 

more substantial involvement in terms of consultation or management or control - in 

the diagnosis of needs, the development and implementation of school pOlicies , the 

design of educational content, or the delivery or evaluation of such content -is 

usually seriously constrained, either because of the energies consumed in the 

community's struggle for survival or because of the school's lack of interest in or 

resistance to community or parental involvement in what are often seen as 

specialized and professional matters. This can be true even though communities 
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often have strengths of their own - energy, resources , knowledge, and experience -

potentially useful in development programmes (Bray, 1996 : 4-6). 

2.2.4 Non-Governmental Organization (NGOs) 

There is no universally accepted definition or classification of NGOs. Some 

classifications include, under one label , organizations ranging from small village

level associations, through national institutions operating in thousands of villages , to 

international agencies with hundreds of staff and dozens of regional and national 

branches. Others distinguish between grassroots organizations of the poor and 

'popular' sectors (such as peasant association , tribal associations, women's clubs , 

and labor unions) and more 'intermediate' agencies staffed by (semi) professionals 

who are engaged full-time in the design and implementation of grassroots 

development projects and programmes with and for the poor in the Third World . 

(Wils 1990: 1). A very influential kind of NGO - church-based organizations, fits 

under almost any of these classifications. 

In ideal terms, NGOs are people-centred, flexible and responsive , democratic 

and non-hierarchica l, cost-effective and pragmatic, often independent and non

aligned. As is stated by Shaeffer(1994) , they generally develop as the result of 

community support, are able to tap local knowledge and resources, and usually have 

a small core of pa id staff and (often) many volunteers . They are generally 

concerned with empowering the poor and the oppressed; with building and 

strengthening people's organizations and community associations and with 

promoting democratic practices and processes. 

But they may also be rigid and bureaucratic, understaffed and poorly 

managed, with limited financial accountability, a lack of professional training , a 

concern for only short-term change, a narrowly-defined clientele and an agenda 

closely tied to political ends and organizations. 
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2.3 Advantages and Risks of Community Participation 
2.3.1. What participation can achieve 

Although in many cases results of greater collaboration are difficult to 

measure, experience from a number of case studies has indicated several ways in 

which the more participatory approaches to education can lead to changes both in 

the nature of education and among the actors themselves. Shaeffer has mentioned 

the major ones as follows : 

Collaboration will facilitate the gathering of more resources for education, 

not only from parents and local communities but also, in some cases , from 

external donors and governments. More of these local resources may go 

directly to local communities rather than being expended on central 

programmes. 

Collaboration enhances the involvement and greater support of more 

actors in education (parents , community organizations, private enterprise, 

NGOs). 

It will lead to an increase in the supply of education, leading itself to more 

districts being covered , more teachers trained , more materials produced, 

more 'clients' served. 

It will result in an improvement in the quality and relevance of education 

which means more useful educational content and more specific, school

based innovations. 

It will help develop greater school efficiency and high pupil achievement 

which will have higher enrollment and attendance rates , greater pupil 

creativity and pride and better academic results. 

This will generate more skilled teachers who will be more confident, 

flexible , and interactive; less fearful of parents and more responsive to 

their conditions and needs; more professionally satisfied and more 

supportive of change, innovation , and local initiative. 

It will help achieve new knowledge, skills , attitudes, and behaviours within 

the community; more learning by the community, greater awareness of the 
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potential of education, better organized and managed projects in other 

development sectors , and the greater involvement of women in education 

and in community affairs (Shaeffer, 1994:26-27). 

2.3.2 The limitations and risks of participation 

Both sceptics and advocates of participatory development recognise that it is 

a process characterized by difficulties, risks , disappointments and unkept promises. 

For some participants, the benefit of the participatory process is questionable; the 

participation involves people who have less skills or knowledge than those 

responsible for making decisions; they are less accountable for whatever the 

outcome might be, or have a more self-interested level of involvement or concern 

than perhaps might be expected of the ultimate decision-makers. In these situations 

and for these people, participation is burdensome, an unwarranted cost, and does 

little to improve the quality of the eventual decision. (Brownlea, 1987:605). 

Shaeffer has also pointed out the following problems and obstacles: 

the lack of homogeneity of many communities, (This may make it very 

difficult to organize and mobilize the community towards greater 

involvement in education); 

the sheer lack of experience, skills, and attitudes supportive of 

participatory and collaborative activities, both among the government and 

education ministry personnel , and among parents and other members of 

the community; 

the added expense of participatory processes, especially to poor 

communities - in terms of financial resources and of the time and energy 

required of the participating community organizations, government 

agencies and individuals; 

greater political and social instability arising from more outspoken 

commun ities and from unmet expectations; 
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projects which fail or show a decline in the quality of services provided 

because of the lack of technical expertise, supervisory skills and animators 

and of a participatory grassroots tradition in many societies (often 

accompanied by a sense of fatalism about the projects' future and 

scepticism about their efficacy); 

the placement of greater power in the hands of the "wrong' people: 

factionalists , demagogues, racists , reactionaries. Participatory processes 

can also be taken over by those parts of any community (i.e often corrupt 

and inefficient local elites and party cadres) most able , financially and 

personally, to 'participate' ; 

the domination, at the local level , of narrow community self-interest, which 

may be based on short-sighted perspectives and aim at short-term 

benefits; 

the risk of tokenism, where participation leads only to marginal change, not 

to an alternative model of development, but rather to the reinforcement of 

the power and the values of the center; 

more concrete administrative obstacles such as logistical problems and 

staff turnover; 

a contradiction between the demands of participation and a rigid political 

culture where initiatives toward reform may require clear sanction from 

above, and 

the inability to standardize or generalize the implementation of 

participatory development and then to be able to evaluate clearly when a 

participatory process has succeeded (1994:27-29). 

Despite these problems, however, participatory approaches to development, 

in particular contexts and under particular conditions , have proven to be able to 

expand the supply and increase the relevance of basic social services and to 

enhance people's capacities as individuals and as groups in improving their own 

lives and to taking greater control over their own development. This occurs most 

readily, of course , under two conditions : (1) when the users of this approach 
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recognise, and move to control , the possible negative aspects of participation 

described above, and (2) when the dominant actor in development - the government 

- is committed, at all levels, to working more collaboratively with , and encouraging 

the greater participation of other partners in development and thus tries to develop 

the norms, the structures and procedures, and the skills and attitudes required to 

implement more participatory development. (Shaefer, 1994:27-29) 

2.3.3 Community Participation in School Improvement Efforts 

It is apparent that there is a symbiotic link between schools and their 

communities. Community involvement is central to effective schools. School

community is a two-way street. Local communities can increase the resources of 

schools by providing contributions (in kind or in cash) and by participating in school 

activities. The school , in turn , can contribute to the community by addressing 

community needs in its program and by organizing students to work on community 

problems and projects (Levin and Lockheed, 1993: 1 0) . 

One can think of quite a large number for purposes of school-community 

links, especially rural schools. They are often the only modern institutions in the 

rural community and are expected to provide diverse services to the community. A 

school-community relation program can take anyone of the following features, or a 

combination of two or more (Elsboree and McNally, 1969:423) 

As a means of "selling the schools program" to gain financial support from 

the local community, 

As a program of informing the community about school affairs and policies, 

As a means of enriching the school's learning program, 

Schools can take the lead in strengthening school-community relations . One 

positive step is for school personnel to live in the communities they serve. Several 

studies have shown a positive relationship between learning acquisition and the 

proximity of both the teachers' and school-heads residences to the school. 
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Another positive action that a school can take is to organize a parents' 

association. Parents' associations in Vietnam are reported to have taken very 

aggressive steps to promote learning acquisition (Ayalew 2000: 157). 

Ayalew elaborated that while it is very important to promote school -

community relations , it is also important to keep in mind that schools in the more 

marginal settings may experience some difficulty in attracting weak or considerably 

stressed communities. For example, there may be many single-parent homes and 

some parents may have exceptionally heavy work schedules. In such cases, the 

schools should consider taking extraordinary measures to reach out to parents. For 

example, teachers might initiate a program of home visits, or establish special after

school programs for the ch ildren of these homes that are under stress. 

2.4 Forms of Community Participation 
2.4.1 Community Participation in School Management 

In many countries, both government and non-government schools have their 

own committees or boards of governors. These bodies have a strong role in 

community management and financing (Bray, 1987:35-39). 

In most systems, the headteachers are responsible for the day-to-day activities of 

running their schools, but the committees are responsible for: 

• generating local support for the schools , 

representing their communities and making members' views known to the 

headteachers and the staff, 

reporting the concerns and problems of the teachers to the communities , 

encouraging enrollment of school-age children , 

planning the overall development of the schools, and 

checking on the performance of teachers and pupils 
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Anderson's (1973) comments on the Kenyan system provide a useful 

example: 

Ideally, respected and responsible people are chosen, and the committee 

becomes the focal point for educational interest in the area. It is the official body for 

negotiations with the educational authorities, the local council , self-help committees , 

and through the local chief, the government administration, in all matters concerning 

the school. 

Some committees work very well , but others suffer from personal and 

parochial rivalries and from the incompetence of their members. Where 

headteachers and committees make genuine efforts to cooperate, very successful 

relationships can be developed between the schools and their communities. On the 

other hand, sometimes a committee splits or loses the confidence of a section of the 

parents. Then , a time-consuming process of negotiation and reconciliation takes 

place. The District Education Officer may act as a mediator, arranging meetings 

where grievances are aired and arguments settled and perhaps organising new 

elections (Bray,1987:36). 

Regarding the composition and powers of committees , Bray (1987) has stated 

the following composition : 

Committees should have representatives from the main sections in the 

community served by the school ; i.e. the different residential areas, 

clans/tribes , religions and sexes. 

It is often useful to make several 'political' appointments of important local 

leaders who can weld influence on behalf of the school. 

The headteacher of the school should be a committee member and it may 

also be useful to appoint another teachers' representative. 

Some governments insist that their District Education Officers should be 

members of secondary school committees. 

There should always be some parents in the committee 
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In many systems the government reserves the right to final approval of school 

committees, at least in aided schools. This is often just a routine measure; but the 

provision is a sensible one. It allows the government to intervene if it thinks that 

committees are improperly constituted or are not satisfactorily repr~sentative of the 

communities that they are supposed to serve. 

Powers: 

Committee members should realise that they are not responsible for internal 

day-to-day activities in running of their schools. This is the job of the 

headteacher. She/he should accept guidance on overall policies, but specific 

matters of time tabling , minor pupil indiscipline, cleaning, ordering of supplies, 

etc. are the responsibilities of the headteacher. 

"Because basic learning needs are complex and diverse, meeting them 

requires multisectoral strategies and actions which are integral to overall 

development efforts. Many partners must join with the education authorities, 

teachers , and other educational personnel in developing basic education if it 

is to be seen, once again, as the responsib ility of the entire society. This 

implies the active involvement of a wide range of partners - families , teachers, 

communities, private enterprises (including those involved in information and 

communication), governmental and non-governmental organizations, 

institutions, etc. - in planning, managing and evaluating the many forms of 

basic education", (Declaration of the World Conference on Education For All , 

WCEFA 1991 ;4 as quoted in Bray 1987). 

In many areas, community involvement in school construction , maintenance, 

procurement of educational equipment and materials, and employment of teachers , 

has resulted in a substantial contribution and the results are highly encouraging 

(BraY,1987:37) . 

Taking the Ethiopian situation into account, Proclamation No.260 of 1984 (A 

Proclamation to provide for strengthening of the Management and Administration of 
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Schools) has stipulated that communities shall be involved in school affairs through 

the setting up of government School Committees and Public School Committees. 

Each of these committees has representatives from the "Kebele" if urban dwellers or 

peasant associations/dependent upon where the school is situated, who are neither 

teachers nor administrative personnel of the school. 

As regards the management and administration of government schools , the 

Government School Committee shall, among other things, have the following powers 

and duties: 

to make an overall supervision in order to ensure that the school is orderly 

and properly managed and administered in accordance with the 

regulation of directive issued to it by the Minister, 

to supervise and follow up the proper utilization of subsidy or budget 

allocated to the school by the Ministry of Education, 

to make an overall supervision over the administration of the property of 

the school in order to ensure its use only for educational purposes, 

• to encourage and coordinate the efforts made to develop the internal 

income of the school and make an overall supervision in accordance with 

the regulations or directives of the ministry in order to ensure that its 

income is expanded for the benefit of the school , and 

To coordinate the school and the community in order to integrate theory 

with practice and encourage artisans to teach their skills in schools 

pursuant to the educational programme of the school issued by the 

headmaster(1984:2-3) . 

Furthermore, the Education Sector Development Programme implementation 

manual (ESOP, 1998) states: "Wherever school committees do not exist, they will be 

established involving the school administration, representatives of the Kebele or 

Woreda Council, representatives of teachers, and a community member who has an 

outstanding contribution to the development of education in general and the school 

in particular" . Parents are also represented in a Woreda Education and Training 
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Board which is responsible for the overall guidance and supervision of education 

and training in the Woreda. Each Woreda Board will have 6 parent representatives 

(the majority of representatives on the Board) selected from amongst the school 

committees in the Woreda. 

In general , the main functions of the school committee are: supervising the 

proper running of the school , endorsing annual plan and budget, overseeing that 

appropriate culture is reflected in the school , working towards better relationship 

between the school and the community, finding ways and means of increasing the 

revenue generating capacity of the school, ensuring that appropriate discipline is 

maintained in the school and participating in the promotion of teachers (1998:46) . 

Although the role of community organizations in the provision of educational 

services is not expl icitly stated in the government's education and training policy, the 

five-year EPRDF Programme of Development, Peace and Democracy stipulates that 

local communities will be involved in the management of schools, administering the 

school budget and ensuring the adequacy of schools to provide appropriate 

education to children (EPRDF 1987 E.C:45-46). 

2.4.2 Community Participation in Planning 

Community participation means different things in different situations. In "top

down" planning, the initiative is held by the administrators or education professionals 

in distant ministries, and people are expected to follow their directives in order for 

example, to improve the environment or reduce illness. The administrators and 

professionals decide how the plans should progress. As quoted in Shaeffer (1994a) , 

Zakus has suggested that the people's representatives may be called in and have 

the pre-formulated plans explained without any consideration as to whether the 

community has an adequate management structure to carry out the tasks. 
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Fernand Vincent suggests that the people should be involved, from the 

beginning , in planning out the project in detail. Their opinions and ideas should be 

taken into account and this feedback should influence the final structure of the 

project. The people themselves are the most qualified persons for identifying their 

problems and priorities, for diagnosing the causes and for thinking out the solutions. 

(1989:8) 

Malone (1997) describes the importance of community involvement in 

planning and decision making as follows: community people are in each phase of 

planning, implementing, expanding and maintaining their programme. They decide 

who the learners will be. They select and support their own teachers. They are 

involved in the production of their own reading materials and in building and 

maintaining classrooms. Because community people plan and implement their own 

programmes, the programmes are developed to meet specific interests, needs and 

goals of the learners (Malone cited Beykont in Nielsen & Cummings 1997:84) 

It is , then , around these conceptual perspectives of community participation 

that governments, around the world , are attempting to implement national and state 

wide programs of education seNice delivery with the active participation of 

communities. 

2.4.3. Community participation in decision making 

As in all aspects of community participation, there is a variety of views. On 

decision making there are the extreme views of Ki-Zerbo and the less extreme, but 

still radical views of Vincent. 

Ki-Zerbo (1990:86) states that the education system should not be regarded 

as a branch of the bureaucracy. Instead, it should be a subsystem highly interactive 

with all other parts of the social whole. The point is to give pupils , parents and 

teachers responsibility over their own affairs , to the point of enabling them to 
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administer the education system on their own within the context of natural or 

contractual communities. This assumption of responsibility must necessarily 

embrace three indispensable areas: participation in design and decision-making 

processes; regular, structured involvement in the processes of management and 

evaluation ; and, finally, financial accountability with regard to both income and 

contributions(1990:86) . 

This involves a mechanism where each person is represented equitably and 

is able to influence the decisions of the group by voting or through a system that 

facilitates a consensus. Since social and economic contradictions characterize the 

relationships between the socio-economic groups that compose a village 

community, appropriate mechanisms for ensuring the participation of all the different 

groups within a community in the decision making process need to be carefully 

worked out by the community. (Vincent,1989:8). 

2.4.4 Community participation in monitoring and on-going evaluation 

The people should be able to critically analyze the activities in which they 

themselves participate on a regular basis by working out appropriate mechanisms. 

Participation in monitoring and on-going evaluation can be effective only 

when the members of the community are provided with the information they are 

entitled to, especially in respect to the use of resources and distribution of benefits. 

Participation in monitoring and on-going evaluation provides a counter-balance to 

the dominance of the leadership who are held accountable for their actions through 

such a process (Vincient, 1989:8). 

2.4.S.The Relationship of teachers and parents in the improvement of schools 

The close relation between teachers and parents helps the school 

administrative committee and the school to improve the school-community 
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interaction. The school can not separate itself from its community and it becomes 

increasingly more important for it to have a wholesome relationship to its 

community. Kombo and Mbunda elaborate this above point as follows: it is a long 

time since parents could simply surrender their children to school and sit back 

waiting for them to come out well educated and join the wage employment sector. 

Indeed, the parents were justified to believe that way because the school was an 

alien entity and parents had no real power over the process of education that there 

was. Today, on the other hand, as more and more children enter the school syste~ , 

the issue of the quality of education has been raised. Many parents buy books for 

their children and arrange remedial lessons through paid tuition at all levels. The 

school is not left alone in the business of educating the young generation (1993:54). 

Teacher-parent relationships should be a continuous process. It has a dual 

advantage for both the school and the parents. On one hand, parents can 

understand what is going on in the school , what the teacher is doing, what problems 

the school faces. On the other hand, the school can have an opportunity to explain 

its overall activities. Moreover, teachers could get the chance to advise the parents 

on how to handle the children outside the school. Furthermore, it promotes the 

cooperative study of home and school problems that result in mutual understanding 

of educational tasks to be achieved in schools. 

One way of enhancing community participation is to involve parents in 

establishing a good relationship between the school and the home for the benefit of 

the child. Educating the children is the responsibility of both parents and the school. 

Hence, there is the need for frequent contact between teachers and parents as 

regards the educational advancement of the child. Parents may also assist with 

instruction of children. Therefore , the establishment of parent-teacher associations 

is an important component of community participation (Farrant, 1980; Watson, 1988). 
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2.5. Community Financing of Education 
2.5.1. The Financing of Education Systems 

With 1,033 million school children and students enrolled in 1992 - more than 

a quarter of the world's population - education systems are a vital part of society in 

all countries. 

Countries set aside a considerable proportion of their resources to finance 

education , with public expenditure on education representing , in 1992, about 1,197 

billion U.S dollars, or some 5.1 per cent of the world's GNP. (Peano, in UNESCO, 

1998) 

Enrollments and educational expenditure are unequally split throughout the 

world . Developed countries are responsible for 82 per cent of the world public 

expenditure on education , but have 22 per cent of the world's school children 

enrolled in pre-primary, first and second levels, and 14 per cent of their population 

under the age of 15. This difference is above all a reflection of the unequal 

distribution of wealth throughout the world , but it is also the result of public 

expenditure on education that is greater in the developed countries than in the 

developing countries in both relative terms (5.3 and 4.2 per cent of respective GNP 

in 1992) and in absolute terms (987 billion dollars and 210 billion in 1992). 

Expenditure per pup il at pre-primary, first and second levels was more than twenty 

times higher in the developed countries in 1992 (3 ,525 dollars) than in the 

developing countries (158 dollars).(Peano, in UNESCO, 1998) 

So, education systems and their requirements in the area of finance are 

varied . On the one hand, population changes and the expansion of enrollments, 

particularly in developing countries. On the other hand, the limited amount of 

resources available means that education systems in many countries are caught in a 

financial vice: their further expansion is hampered by inadequate funding (Peano, in 

UNESCO, 1998:89-90) . 
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2.5.2. Economic and financial constraints 

Economic and financial constraints are limiting the real public resources 

available for education. A look at past and projected population changes shows that 

the problem of finance for education does not arise entirely in the same terms. In the 

developed countries, population growth has stabilized or is negative and enrollments 

have already broadly developed, but developing countries are having to face up to 

considerable population growth and the expansion of enrollments. 

Different authors have provided different reasons why developing countries 

revenues cannot keep pace with the costs. As quoted in PHRD (1996) , Coombs 

and Hallak give six reasons: (1) the rate of inflation; (2) competing demands of other 

public services; (3) the rate of growth of the national economy; (4) the nature of the 

tax system and the diversity and elasticity of educational revenues; (5) the ups and 

downs of foreign trade, and (6) the availability of external assistance. 

According to Coombs and Hallak, inflation wipes out more than half of the 

apparent increase in educational expenditure. Claims of other pressing public 

needs - such as health, agricultural and industrial development, national security 

and foreign debt services have grown more urgent. The growth of educational 

expenditures depends on the future growth of overall public revenues . Reliance on 

a single source of revenue, large dependence on central government treasury and 

decline in external aid have adversely affected the revenue allocated to education. 

Coombs and Hallak (ibid) also provide six major factors causing educational 

expenditure to rise. These are: (1) the growth of educational demand; (2) the 

educational technologies used; (3) the teacher salary structure; (4) dropout and 

repeater rates ; (5) utilization rates , and (6) market forces . 
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Coombs and Hallak also indicate three ways countries can pursue when 

educational expenditures are growing at a low rate. First, they can try to find 

additional sources of income to supplement central government funds, for instance 

greater local community contributions, increased private fees and other cost sharing 

with students and their parents , and special levies for technical education. Second, 

they can adopt stringent efficiency measures and major innovations designed to 

reduce unit costs while still permitting quality rise. Third , they can put the brakes on 

further expansion of enrollments, especially at the high cost upper levels. (PHRD, 

1996b:5-6) 

Since the 1980s, policy makers in different parts of the world have 

increasingly recognized that the traditional methods of educational finance and 

management are unable to deliver even quality basic education to all children and 

thus radical changes are needed.(Peano, in UNESCO 1998:98-99) 

If education is also accepted as a human right; one must ask who should 

provide it to meet that right. On this point the philosophies of individuals, 

governments, and agencies have varied. Some East Asian countries have had 

capitalist regimes that permitted private education alongside government schooling. 

Some private institutions in these countries have been operated by commercial 

entrepreneurs, but others have been run by religious and other not-for-profit 

organizations. In contrast are countries with socialist regimes in which education 

has been seen as the exclusive right and responsibility of the state. In these 

countries, especially at the beginning of the socialist eras, private schools have 

been outlawed. In recent years, however, the pattern in most socialist countries has 

changed. East Asia includes three socialist countries China, Lao People's 

Democratic Republic, and Vietnam - that have moved toward market economies and 

have governments that now permit or actively encourage private education . These 

moves are part of a global trend (Bray, 1996; Cummings and Riddell , 1994; James, 

1991 , 1994). 
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Allied to this shift in thinking about the role of market forces in education is an 

evolution of opinion on who should pay for education. The 1948 United Nations 

Declaration of Human Rights was unequivocal in the view that the state should bear 

most or all costs , and Article 26 declares: "Education shall be free, at least in the 

elementary and fundamental stages". Similarly, Principle 7 of the 1959 Declaration 

of the Rights of the child states: "The child shall be entitled to rece ive education, 

which shall be free and compulsory, at least in the elementary states." Article 13 of 

the 1966 International Covenant on Economic Social , and Cultural Rights states: 

"Primary education shall be compulsory and available freely to all". 

In a similar way, Article 28 of the 1989 convention on the Rights of the Child 

indicated that the signatory states would make primary education compulsory and 

available freely to all. 

Since these declarations have been made, however, the appropriateness of 

parts of their message has been increasingly questioned. Education is still generally 

accepted as a public asset that can benefit societies as a whole , as well as 

individuals (Levin , 1987). 

The fact that the 1990 World Declaration on Education for All did not include 

a statement that schooling should be free of charge, reflects these realities . Instead 

the Final Report of the Conference included open discussion of fees and Article 7 of 

the Declaration itself stressed the importance of partnerships. 

"National regional , and local educational authorities have a unique obligation 

to provide basic education for all , but they cannot be expected to supply every 

human, financial , or organizational requirement for th is task. New and 

revitalized partnerships at all levels will be necessary. . . (including) 

partnerships between government and nongovernmental organizations, the 

private sector, local communities, religious groups, and families. 

This seems to be a subtle but important global shift of philosophy"(Bray, 1996:4) 
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2.5.3. The role of public authorities in educational financing 

The role of public authorities , including regional and local public authorities , 

in educational financing remains significant even under conditions of 

decentralization and financial constraints. The regulation of educational supply and 

demand in the country, and deciding on the balance between equity and efficiency of 

education, between qualitative or quantitative aspects, remains with the public 

authorities , in particular, central ministries of education. Three functions which 

public authorities should perform in any context with regard to educational finance 

are: the elaboration of national educational legislation , monitoring and evaluating its 

implementation; the provision of actual funds for education (which are indispensable 

for any type or level of education, including actual or hidden subsidies to private, 

higher or continuing education) ; and management of education systems, securing 

the availability of an adequate number of schools, teachers , textbooks , school 

materials , furniture , infrastructure etc. where necessary. Even in a decentralized 

context, it is up to the public authorities at the central/regionaillocal level to 

determine the degree of delegation of relevant responsibilities to the lower levels of 

administration , to communities or directly to institutions (Peano, in UNESCO 

1998:99). 

The funding role of public authorities is always important when there is the 

need for investments in non-profit-making programmes and projects , such as school 

and road construction , teacher training , projects on school electricity or fences, 

school-feeding programmes, etc. 

Central-level governments have an important role to play in diversification of 

educational funding and regulating its cost-reduction , cost-sharing , cost-recovery 

and income generation at the lower levels of educational administration. 

Diversifying sources of public funding may involve broadening the tax base, granting 

taxing powers and delegating financing responsibility to lower levels, and 

earmarking budget for education in general or to particular levels and types . 
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The regulatory mechanisms at the central level are increasingly required in 

the decentralized context to soften the disparities between urban and rural areas, 

and between different provinces and communities. One form is devolution of 

decision-making , by which sub-national governments are made primarily responsible 

for providing education and have the authority to raise and spend revenues . 

Another form of decentralization is deconcentration of decision-making, which 

involves the transfer of authority to lower levels within central or higher-level 

government agencies. (Winkler, 1989:4-5) 

A mixed form of decentralization has taken place in India. Education was 

devolved to state governments by the constitution of 1950. In 1992, the National 

Policy on Education was revised to deconcentrate decision-making within the state 

so that district governments would have more authority to plan and manage primary 

education. Furthermore, village education committees are being reactivated to 

increase community involvement in making decisions at the school level. In India, 

active village education committees are seen as the most cost-effective method to 

ensure the working of teachers and the function of schools .. 

To be effective, decentralization requires simultaneous efforts of building and 

strengthening admin istrative capacity at lower levels and incorporating measures for 

accountability and monitoring (Winkler, 1989:4-5). 

2.5.4. The Need for Community Financing 

The extent of community financing varies widely both within and between 

countries , and at different times. It is usually hard to form precise estimates of the 

extent, not only because of the paucity of data but also because of the difficulty of 

assigning monetary values to non-financial contributions (Colclough, 1997: 189). 
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Community provision often starts at a time when government resources are 

not available. During the last century, many governments refused to support 

education because they did not consider it necessary or desirable. Today, 

governments do recognize their responsibilities; but many are unable to stretch their 

resources far enough. (Colclough , 1997) 

Most communities prefer governments, with their greater resources, to 

provide all the facilities and staff for their schools. When funds are short, though , 

communities may decide to bridge the gap so that their children do not suffer. 

Sometimes, the problem is worse than a shortage of materials in the school: 

the absence of any school at all. In this case, a community may resort to self-help to 

get something started, hoping that the government will take over the school 

later.(BraY,1985) 

In other cases, government funds are available but communities refuse to 

accept them. The communities choose to establish schools outside the public 

system because they want to express their separate identity. Such cases are 

especially common in religious communities. Churches, for example, may accept 

financial help only if it does not have too many 'strings' attached and if they can 

retain control of curriculum and staffing. 

However, the existence of schools outside the main education system can 

create problems for government planners and for pupils who want to transfer 

between the systems. Also, some community schools are established for petty 

rather than noble reasons. Community leaders may open schools only to advance 

their political ambitions, and some communities may support institutions only 

because of rivalries with their neighbours. In these cases schools may divide 

society and be uneconomical in size. Governments may need to exercise controls 

and find a balance between encouraging community vitality and discouraging social 

divisions (Bray, 1987: 15-16). 
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The increased need for community financing is linked with the expanding 

cost of education. In turn, this is linked to the expansion of education systems as 

population grows, and to structural factors. Whereas, on average, countries spent 3 

percent of GDP and 11 per cent of the government budget on education in 1960, by 

1970 these figures had risen to 4 per cent and 15 per cent (Psacharopoulos, 

1983: 12). The trends continued into the early 1970s, but for example, competition 

from other sectors caused proportionate expenditures to fall in South Asia and Latin 

America during the late 1970s, even when demand for education remained 

unsatisfied (Eicher, 1984:49). 

In such countries as Benin and Mali over 30 per cent of national budgets were 

devoted to education (Heynemanm, 1984:293). Yet these countries are nowhere 

near universal primary education. Moreover, because of population growth, 

enrollment rates are moving targets. In the economic conditions of the 1980s, the 

demand for education in most countries was growing faster than the resource base. 

In addition, on average, the type of education being demanded keeps 

increasing in price. This is because the thrust of demand moves up from primary to 

junior secondary, senior secondary, and ultimately higher education; standards and 

expectations of the materials and equipment needed for a good education rises 

(Coombs, 1985: 137) .. 

Given that the ability to transfer other resources to education is generally 

slight because education already consumes so much, most governments are 

required to pursue two strategies. On the one hand they must seek ways to reduce 

unit costs, and on the other hand they must seek to share the burden. Attempts to 

expand forms of community financing are part of the latter.(Coombs, 1985: 138) 

From the viewpoint of the communities themselves, the principal reason for 

undertaking community financing projects is to secure a service that is not provided 
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by the government or any other organization or individual. In some cases 

government provision is judged quantitatively inadequate, and community financing 

seeks to reduce the shortfall. In the latter case community financing may supplement 

provision in existing schools, or it may lead to the creation of completely new 

institutions. (Colclough, 1997: 189) 

From the viewpoint of governments, community financing may be considered 

desirable because it reduces pressures. It is also sometimes argued that community 

financing can improve the impact of education. It is suggested that people who 

directly pay at least small amounts for education and other services come to value 

those services more highly than when they are handed out anonymously and 

apparently without cost. Self-help projects can also promote desirable forms of 

social cohesion , though of course none of these are automatic outcomes of 

community financing schemes (Colclough, 1997: 189). 

2.5.5. Experience of other countries 

Community financing is most dramatic where demand for schooling is strong 

but government inputs are inadequate. This has been particularly evident in parts of 

Africa . 

In Uganda, government provision of education for all , in effect almost 

collapsed during the 1970s and remained deficient during the 1980s and 

1990s. The gap was partly bridged by parents and broader communities, 

who at the primary school level met between 65-90 per cent of total costs 

(World Bank 1993e). 

Togo also experienced a major crisis in government funding , especially 

after the mid-1980s. Communities and parents have had to provide ane

ta-twa-thirds of the resources needed to operate pUblic-sector schools 

(Bray, 1996b:3) . Also, in the mid-1990s, about 400 community primary 

and secondary schools with about 27,000 pupils were operating outside 

the public system. 
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The situation in Chad is comparable. In 1991-92 communities employed 

about 40 percent of primary school teachers (World Bank 1993c), and 

communities also made major contributions to buildings and infrastructure 

(Esquieu and Peano, 1994). 

In Malawi community-run primary schools , unassisted by the government, 

made up 20.5 percent of all primary schools in 1992-93 and enrolled 9.5 

percent of all primary pupils (Malawi 1993). 

One of the best known examples of community support is the "Harambee" 

movement in Kenya. Harambee is a Swahili word meaning "let's pull 

together", and the concept has been strongly promoted by the nation's 

politicians (Anderson, 1973: Mbithi & Rasmusson, 1977; Keller, 1980). At 

least in rural areas, communities are generally expected to take 

responsibility for building and maintaining primary schools and in 1987, 

harambee secondary schools made up nearly three-quarters of the total 

(Mwiria, 1990). 

Striking examples of community financing may also be found in Asia. In 

China the history of community-run schools dates from the 1940s (Robinson,1988). 

Community financing appears in general less vigorous in Latin America than 

in Africa and Asia, though prominent examples may also be found in that part of the 

world. For example, EI Salvador has a substantial group of community-managed 

schools. Much of the funding for these schools comes from the government and 

from external aid , but a 1994 report noted that, about 30 percent of the community 

education associations responsible for the schools, embarked on their own 

fundraising initiatives (World Bank 1994b). 

In most of these cases community financing was primarily provided to meet 

excess demand. The communities would have preferred the government to make 

adequate provision, and the communities' principal motivation was to fill in where 
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government inputs fell short. As already noted , however, community financing may 

also arise from demand for alternative forms of education. 

Moreover communities aim to make up for government shortfalls , and official 

government policies often anticipate shortages in buildings, furniture, and land. In 

some countries the government is able to provide all teachers and discourages or 

prohibits communities from employing teachers because it is anxious to retain 

control of standards and access to education. In others, government resources are 

inadequate even for providing teachers and communities have to employ on their 

own. 

2.5.5.1 Issues of Equity 

Community financing can raise major problems of equity. The most obvious 

difficulty is that some communities are in a better position to help themselves than 

are others. Community financing can perpetuate inequalities, because the rich are 

able to make stronger investments in their future and therefore to maintain their lead 

(Bray in Colclouh, 1997: 195). 

The dimensions of inequality may be both geographic and social. Beginning 

with the former, regional inequalities have been demonstrated in many countries. 

For example, it is no coincidence that in the mid-1980s Tanzania's prosperous 

Kilimanjaro region had 20.1 per cent of the country's secondary schools even though 

it had only 5.3 per cent of the population. (Galabawa, 1985: 17). Comparable 

developments have been noted in the Anambra State of Nigeria. There , the parts of 

the State where education was first established, showed the initial interest in the 

scheme (for secondary education expansion through self-help) , while other areas 

followed ; a natural consequence since secondary education can only be useful to 

children who have completed their primary education,(Okoye, 1986:272) 
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Similar points had been made in Kenya, where disadvantaged districts had 

remained disadvantaged because they had low incomes in the first place and 

therefore found it difficult to embark on self-help. Mwiria (1990:358) observes that, 

partly because of harambee, a child born in Central Province has a much better 

chance of going to secondary school than a child born in North Eastern Province. In 

Zimbabwe, the government has attempted to overcome severe discrepancies by 

establishing a disadvantaged schools programme for communities that are 

extremely poor. However, even the Minister of Education has noted that this fund is 

small and therefore limited in effectiveness (Chung, 1990: 194). 

~ 
Regional disparities may overlap with rural-urban disparities. The tendency 

here is for inequalities to be compounded rather than reduced by government 

policies. This is because it is usually more difficult to foster community initiatives in 

urban than in rural areas, governments commonly provide extensive resources for 

the urban schools while expecting the rural ones to help themselves. 

2.5.5.2. Issues of Quality 

While discussing quality, it is necessary to evaluate the inputs and processes 

of school systems as well as their outputs. Where community resources supplement 

government ones in existing institutions, it is likely that the community initiatives may 

improve quality. Different concerns arise when schools operate entirely outside the 

government system. Although such schools may be qualitatively excellent, they are 

more likely to be problematic. 

One can see the most detailed data on qualitative issues in relation to 

community financing from Kenya. Wellings (1983: 19-20) pointed out that most pupils 

in harambee secondary schools were there by default, having failed to gain places in 

government institutions. Harambee schools also tend to have inferior facilities (Bray, 

in Colclough 1997:193-194» 
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2.5.6. The Scope and Potential for Community Financing 

As Roe and Marphet(1960) pointed out, "finance is a powerful instrument 

which may be used to facilitate .. . the development of education" (1960:218) 

The scope and potential for community financing may be indicated by 

reference to existing patterns in various countries . Unfortunately, figures are often 

unrecorded. Also, many donations are of land, goods and labor and any true 

assessment would have to place a monetary value on them. However, examples 

from widely scattered contexts indicate that contributions can be considerable. 

Community support is heavily influenced by cultural and economic factors , and one 

should not necessarily assume that similar amounts can be generated in all 

contexts. Nevertheless, a few examples can indicate the nature of the 

phenomenon.(Bray. 1987) 

Communities in Papua New Guinea are estimated to provide 15-20 per cent 

of the total costs of primary education. In Nepal, 60 per cent of the labor for school 

construction is said to be provided free of charge by communities (Zagefka, 

1980:25). In Mali , estimates of community contribution to primary schooling range 

from 4 to 20 percent of the total cost (Birdsall et ai , 1983:30); and data from Burma 

recorded by Jayasuriya (1984:37) report that communities have been responsible for 

48.2 per cent of total expenditure, including 82.2 per cent of teachers' salaries. 

Of course, these are specific examples, and in other countries traditions of 

self-help may be much less strong . Community support is heavily dependent on 

specific cultural factors , and some communities are much more cohesive than 

others. Nevertheless, the examples clearly indicate that, in some contexts , support 

can be considerable. 
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2.5.6.1. Mechanisms for Raising Resources 

The mechanisms used to raise resources differ according to the type of 

community and the circumstances. Some common procedures will be highlighted. 

School Fees 

In most self-help institutions, fees are the greatest source of income. Fees 

can, of course, be put to any use, but are particularly important for financing 

recurrent expenditure because it is often hard to find other ways for the purpose 

Fund-raising schemes for capital works have the advantage that they aim at visible 

outcomes.(Bray, 1987:52}. 

Communities are generally aware of the danger of fees excluding some 

deserving children , and usually try to keep charges as low as possible , while 

retaining sufficient financial reserves to provide stability. To reduce the burden, 

some schools charge fees per family rather than per pupil , and many operate 

scholarships chemise. 

Levies 

It might be argued that the difference between a fee and a levy is merely 

semantic, particularly when levies are imposed every year and are destined for 

expenditure that would otherwise be covered from a general fee. Fees are 

sometimes conceptualized as payments for services, however, whereas levies are 

more commonly methods of raising funds for specific projects. In many systems, 

levies are particularly important for capital works (Bray, 1987:52-53) . 

As qouted in Bray and Kevin (1988) Putsoa's report of a survey in Swaziland 

provides an example of the importance of building levies in one system. The levies 
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were generally imposed on a per pupil basis, and in 1984 were found in 69 per cent 

of primary schools and 76 per cent of secondary schools. 

One benefit from the system of levies is that parents know where their money 

is going and thus may be more willing to pay. This contrasts with general 

government taxes, which often seem to go into a general pool , from which the 

benefits are not immediately evident. Also, the levies can be adjusted each year 

according to the need.(Bray and Kevin ,1988) 

2.5.6.2. Fund-raising for Capital Expenditure 

The range of methods for fund-raising can be very wide. According to 

BraY,(1987) some popular ones are: 

Community Fund-Raising 

Ceremonies are attended by local politicians and other important guests, 

at which projects are launched, foundation stones are laid, speeches are 

made, and money is donated. 

Grants from local cooperatives. In many countries , cash-crop cooperatives 

support local schools. Some cooperatives play a strong role in financing 

education. 

Levies on parents and other members of the community( see above). 

Old Students' Associations can also be approached to contribute to 

capital projects. Such contributions can only be voluntary (Bray, 

1987:49-55) 

Grants from Churches and Governments 

Donations from overseas churches and charitable organisations can often 

be secured if the community has good contacts. 

• Grants from local government organisations and ministries of community 

development may be secured in the same way .. 
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Embassies are often willing to donate books and small grants for 

construction (Bray, 1988:51-52) 

The Business World 

Donations from local businesses. 

Donations from local professional organisations, such as the Lions Club 

and the Rotary Club. 

The School and its Children 

School Fetes, for which goods and produce are donated and then sold. 

Social events - school discos, sports , drama & other co-curricular activities 

can be organized. 

Sponsored competitions in which parents and community members 

promise to pay specific amounts according to the achievements of their 

children or relatives (Bray,1987:51-52) 

2.5.6.3. Other Sources of Money for Recurrent Expenditure 
Community Contributions 

Communities might agree to introduce compulsory education levies(see 

above) on all adults in the area. 

Another source is an education tax on vehicles, beer or other 'luxuries' . 

Again , when these taxes are specifically labelled as being for education, 

people know where their money is going and may be more willing to pay. 

In some communities, e.g in some parts of West Africa , regular 

subscriptions are required from all sons of the village, even when they are 

no longer resident in the area. 

Some communities run successful cooperatives for marketing coffee, tea 

and other produce and for retailing consumer goods. Parts of the products 

of these cooperatives can be set aside for education. 
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Small amounts of money can also be generated by imposing fines on 

parents who fail to attend work days, or by allowing parents to send cash 

instead of doing manual work. (Bray, 1987:52-54) 

School Economic Activities (Income generating activities) 

Some schools run very profitable gardens, and generate money by selling 

crops and animals (chickens, rabbits , pigs, etc) 

Similarly, some secondary schools undertake carpentry and metalwork 

contract jobs. 

Some schools run very successful shops which sell goods to people in the 

area, and others have businesses repairing tyre punctures and selling fuel. 

Schools in urban areas may be in a good position to rent out their facilities 

to sports groups, adult education classes , provincial government meetings, 

etc.(Bray,1987:52-54) 

2.5.6.4 Generating Other Resources at the Community Level 

A. Land 

Obviously all schools need land , and ideally they should have land near the 

centres of population which they serve. When allowance is made for buildings, 

sports fields and car parks, the area required may be quite large. Sports fields also 

require land which is flat, which may mean that it has a high value for other purposes 

and is hard to obtain. 

Because land is so obviously needed by the school , and because parents 

themselves want to minimise the distance that their children have to walk to school , 

many schools are able to secure gifts of land quite easily. In some societies they 

can get common land allocated by the chief. Alternatively, church schools may be 

founded on land that already belongs to the church. Finally, of course, communities 

can buy land.(Bray, 1988:39) 
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B. Labor 

The most obvious inputs of labor are usually in construction of buildings and 

in maintenance of school compounds. The availability of people who are skilled in 

construction with local materials is one reason why it is often sensible for schools to 

be built with local rather than imported designs. Many community schools require 

parents and other community members to come to the school compounds on a 

specific day of the week. If they do not come and do not have good reasons, they 

may be fined. Those community members who have other commitments can agree 

to contribute money instead of labor. (Bray, 1987:56) 

Many community members are also willing to undertake unpaid services on 

behalf of the school as part of their normal work. For example, a contractor whose 

lorry is traveling on other business may be willing to transport people or materials 

without charging for it. 

Finally, it is often possible to engage community members as ancillary or part

time teachers. Some communities, for example, have many retired teachers who are 

still active and keen to remain involved. Others have skilled craftsmen who enjoy 

working with young people and transmitting their skills. Often the local health officer 

can teach about hygiene and first aid , and in most communities the local priests are 

willing to teach religious knowledge. Three potential problems should however be 

noted: 

i) that the individuals may be very good at their craft and have excellent 

knowledge of their profession,but they may not be very good at 

teaching it; 

ii) that disciplinary problems can arise because pupils think that such 

personnel are not real teachers and do not have authority to punish 

them; and 
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iii) that because the ancillary teachers do not receive a proper salary they 

may feel less concerned about punctuality, homework assignments, 

etc. 

Because of these factors , schools should not rely too heavily on 

voluntary labor of this sort unless it is properly supervised. (Bray, 

1987:57 -58) 

c. Materials 

Other than building materials, schools require books, furniture , cooking 

utensils, laboratory equipment, an so on. Locally produced materials can often be 

secured during fund-raising ceremonies and work days. It may be possible to 

secure donations of books and other equipment by writing to commercial companies 

and to organisations such as the Rotary Club and Lions Club.(Bray, 1987:56-59) 

2.5.7. 
2.5.7.1 

The Financing of Ethiopian Education: 
A brief history of development and financing of education in Ethiopia 

According to Abirs " . .. as time progressed, church education had to give way 

to a modern system of education with the emergence of government schools at the 

beginning of the twentieth century".(Abirs,1970:48). In his words (1970:48) "the 

first, government- sponsored secular school was opened by Emperor Menelik II in 

1908, and was soon followed by the opening of similar schools in three provincial 

centers". As a matter of fact, this process of modernization was further enhanced by 

the opening of much more schools with the accession to throne of Emperor Haile 

Selassie I, in 1930. Commenting on this point, Teshome (1979:39) stated that, 

"during this period education was not only coordinated under the guidance of the 

central ministry, but also received 2 percent of the national treasury revenue." 

Unfortunately, this remarkable progress had to be checked as a result of the 

threat from the Italian Fascist invasion. The Italians briefly occupied the country from 
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1936 - 1941 . As Pankhrust (1946:24) points out, "during the occupation not only 

were the schools closed and all educational work abruptly terminated, but the people 

were also thrown into terror; home life was destroyed, families were driven from their 

dwellings parents and teachers were killed , imprisoned or exiled, or went out into the 

bush to fight alongside the patriot guerrillas." 

Hence, the task of educating the people had briefly been almost paralyzed 

throughout the country until after the country achieved its liberation in 1941. Even 

then, the progress of education had been severely hampered as the national 

economy proved unable to shoulder the massive expenditure for allocating and 

organizing schools out of its war devastated economy (Teshome, 1979:24) 

Gradually, a new system of finance was devised by the government in which 

the largest share of the expenses was to be met from a tax levied on rural lands in 

the provinces. As stated by Teshome (1979:60), "This educational land tax act was 

promulgated in December 1947, earmarking 30 percent of the ordinary land tax for 

education in the provinces." 

Accordingly, all elementary schools in the provinces were financed from this 

tax whereas all other education was financed by the national treasury (Teshome 

1979:92). With the passage of time, however, the efficiency and distribution practice 

of this tax in various parts of the country become a sensitive issue among the 

people, making it one of the major points of controversy. The critices of this taxing 

system argued on the ground that, although it was based on rural arable lands, the 

beneficiaries in reality were the urban population as more schools were constructed 

in the few major cities. Thus, in Mulugeta's words (1970:23). "The farmers had been 

forced to pay for the education of the children of the urban dwellers." 

Therefore, the system of financing had promoted inequality of educational 

opportunities among the different regions. To remedy the above defect, however, 

the government once again introduced a new education tax system which was to be 
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levied on urban property and personal income. This tax was not only intended to 

narrow the gap with respect to educational opportunities, but also to encourage the 

opening of additional schools in the provinces (Abir, 1970:53). 

On the other hand, the government sought a considerable amount of foreign 

aid from such international organizations as United Nations International Children's 

Education Fund (UNICEF) , United Nations Educational , Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO), United States Agency for International development 

(USAID) , The World Bank, Swedish International development Agency (SIDA), etc. 

in its bid to finance the capital outlay expenditures on the schools (Teshome 

1979:117). 

With the passage of time, however, the entire society had to undergo some 

radical social transformation with the emergence of a new Marxist-oriented Military 

government in 1974, and education was no exception . So, after overthrowing the 

civilian government, the military junta introduced a new law banning the ownership of 

private property in most spheres of the national economy. This Marxist inclination 

was further aggravated when the government nationalized both the rural as well as 

the urban extra lands into the government holdings, marking an end to the previous 

system of financing education. Henceforth , the government adopted a new law 

authorizing locally-elected school management committees for the operation and 

maintenance of education in collaboration with the government (Article of 

Educational proclamation No 260 of 1984 P .121). Under this scheme, the school 

committees were legally charged with the responsibility for overseeing and operating 

each school system by way of generating resources from their own localities. 

Although they were formally established to maximize the spending capabilities 

of the schools which were under their jurisdiction, for the most part, the committees 

were not able to meet their educational missions. Meanwhile, the responsibility for 

financing the non-government schools was exclusively left to those religious and 

philanthropic organizations which initially had sponsored them. But, those private 
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schools which once were owned and operated by private citizens had to face 

nationalization by the government and could only be financed out of the meager 

tuition fees they received from their students. 

Furthermore, though its proportion varied from school to school , the profit 

arising from the sale of goods produced by students, and of services rendered by 

the schools, formed the other source of revenue for the majority of schools. 

However, it should be noted that this was only meant to encourage the schools to 

meet some of their recurrent expenses by way of inculcating productivity among their 

students. The other familiar aspect of local support for education is derived from 

occasional payments, made by each student, as imposed by the school management 

committee. 

In general , while it is true that the government was partly able to maintain 

most of the recurrent expenditures incurred by all government school systems, the 

financing of capital outlay, however, remained the major concern for the society 

(community) as the national economy did not show any sign of progress. 

Hence, the construction of new school buildings and the provision of supplies 

and equipment from the national treasury becomes increasingly difficult without due 

support from other philanthropic and international organizations. It is not, therefore, 

surprising to find that some of our capital outlay needs have largely been met on the 

basis of assistance from aid-donating organizations and foreign loans, in addition to 

the local and national educational efforts. 

Thus, in 1994 Ethiopia adopted a new Education and Training Policy and 

Strategy (ETPS) to restructure the education system and expand its accessibility in a 

form that is directly relevant to the present and future requirements of the economy. 

The policy decentralized the management of the education inorder to create the 

necessary conditions to expand and improve the relevance quality, accessibility & 

equity of education and training. 
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Within the framework stated in the ETPS the government designed the 

Education Sector development Program (ESOP). The program envisages the 

expansion of educational opportunities and is the first step in a long range program 

to achieve universal primary education by 2015. The main thrust of ESOP is to 

improve educational quality and expand access to education with special emphasis 

on primary education in rural and under served areas, as well as the promotion of 

education for girls. 

Under ESOP government is committed to approximately 73% of total 

education expenditures over the five year period 1997/98 to 2001/02 and is 

mobilizing additional resources from Multilateral and Bilateral donors, local 

communities, parents, the private sector and NGO's to fill an anticipated financing 

gap. (MOE, 1999). 

2.5.7.2 General Problems 

Ethiopia, like many poor developing countries, faces great difficulty in 

financing the social sectors, including education. The most obvious explanation is 

the severe economic constraint which was aggravated by civil war particularly after 

the mid - 1970s. In the 1980s, even with a maximum mobilization of domestic 

resources , the government was unable to respond to the rising demands for 

improved social services. Exacerbating this problem were 1) the pressure of 

demographic changes and the growing bulge of unschooled children it entails , and 

2) the scramble for meager financial resources among contending social sectors. 

At a macro-economic level , the policy challenge or indeed the ominous choice 

was whether teaching the alphabet should take precedence over planting trees or 

providing basic health services to children threatened by high morbidity and 

mortality. Over and above this is also the excruciating dilemma of feeding starving 
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children and other victims of natural and man-made mishaps. In Ethiopia this was 

exacerbated by the high priority given to defense which absorbed up to 60 per cent 

of the national budget and 15-20 of the G.N.P. during the 1980s. Clearly, feeding 

starving children and providing them with basic health services had demanded an 

urgent response. But the state was also faced with the more difficult task of choosing 

between planting trees and providing basic education.(Kinfe, 1993: 162) 

The resource constraint also entails other difficulties at the micro-economic 

level. Here the state was bewildered by the conflicting demands of the different 

sectors of education and human resources development. First, there was the 

question of which level : basic and primary, secondary or the third level of education? 

Another issue was: which level should be given priority in the allocation of the 

decreasing budgets to education. There was also the question of maintaining a 

desirable balance between allocations to recurrent and capital expenditures. These 

policy questions pose problems not only to governments, but also to donors. 

Coupled with the above problems is also the fact that many poor nations, 

facing the burden of financing a war and servicing mounting external debts, have to 

resort to cuts in expenditure due to austerity measures. 

In Ethiopia, for instance, symptoms of the effect of austerity were ubiquitous 

in institution building, school construction and the financing of heavy cost items like 

teaching equipment, teacher houses and teacher training. As this was worsened 

due to the war, the crucial policy issue, in addition to raising resources both 

domestically and externally, was how to strike a rational balance between the 

demand and supply of educational services. 
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2.5.7.3 Domestic Funding of Ethiopian Education 

Essentially the Ethiopian education sector was also embattled by the above 

macro and micro-economic problems which are also persistently present in the 

education sector of many countries. 

One very clear indicator of the resource crisis is that the public expenditure 

on education was virtually stagnant during the period after 1975, with exceptions of 

1982 and 1986.(Kinfe, 1993:163-164). 

Government expenditure on education as a percentage of total Government 

expenditure was 9.9% and as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product 3.9% in 

1986/87. During the same year recurrent expenditure as a percentage of total 

government expenditure stood at 14.7%. Of this , 11 .7% went to the Ministry of 

Education while the balance went to the Commission for Higher Education (CHE) . 

Capital expenditure as a percentage of government education expenditure was 

6.7%. This shows a measure of improvement over the figures for 1975 and 1980. In 

general , nevertheless, in the face of the rapidly increasing enrollments, the above 

figures indicate that the expenditure per student fell during the period under 

review.(Kinfe, 1993:164) 

However, in the years 1985/86-1994/95, the overall share of education 

expenditure varied between 8.2% and 13.8%. Recurrent expenditure ranged 

between 10.0% and 16.8% of the total public expenditure while capital expenditure 

ranged between 2.7% and 8.5%. 

The overall share of education expenditure (at market price) declined from 

1985/86 - 1989/90 and thereafter showed some improvement. 

As shown in Table 3 below, in real terms, public expenditure on education 

declined from 1988/89 level continuously and began to pick up in 1992/93. It 

exceeded the level of 1988/89 only in 1993/94. 
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Table 3 Total Education Expenditure in Real terms for Selected Years
Amount in '000,000 Birr

1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 1993/94
Recurrent 425 456 447 490 583 742
Capital 65 39 43 38 111 292
Total 490 495 490 528 694 1,034
Deflator 115 121 165 182 189 196
(1987=100)
Edu.Exp.in real terms 426 409 297 290 367 527
Population 51.9 53.4 55.1 56.2 57.1 53.1
Edu.Exp./Birr 8.21 7.6 5.4 5.1 6.4 9.9
(Real Per Capital)
Source: - Recurrent and capital budget taken from MEDAC & MOF,

- Deflator and population figures are taken from the World Bank. Population

figures shown here are somewhat higher than the result of recent census

of CSA. Population figures up to 1992/93 include Eritrea.

2.5.7.4 Limitation of Resources

The share of education in government expenditure was rather low, in absolute

terms and in comparison to other sectors and developing countries (see Table 4

below). This means that any plans for education expansion were drawn under a

critical constraint imposed by limited financial resources. In general, the share of

public expenditure allocated to education is low by other African countries whose

allocation ranges between 15% and 20%.

Table 4 Government Expenditure on Education
in Relation to other Sectors & Other Countries

Ethiopia Zambia Botswana Kenya
1972 1988 1972 1988 1972 1988 1972 1988

Education 14.4 10.6 19.8 8.3 10.0 18.1 21.9 21.5
Health
Services 5.7 3.6 7.4 4.7 6.0 7.4 7.9 6.1
Housing &
social
welfare 4.4 9.3 1.3 2.3 21.7 11.0 3.9 3.5
Economic
Services 22.9 30.1 2.6 21.0 28.0 21.2 30.1 19.8
Defense 14.3 0.0 0.0 6.0 12.1 6.0 9.2
Other 52.6 46.5 45.7 63.7 34.5 30.2 30.2 39.0
(Kinfe, 1993: 165)
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Population 51.9 53.4 55.1 56.2 57.1 53.1
Edu.Exp'/Birr 8.21 7.6 5.4 5.1 6.4 9.9
(Real Per Capital)
Source: - Recurrent and capital budget taken from MEDAC & MOF,

- Deflator and population figures are taken from the World Bank. Population

figures shown here are somewhat higher than the result of recent census

of CSA. Population figures up to 1992/93 include Eritrea.

2.5.7.4 Limitation of Resources

The share of education in government expenditure was rather low, in absolute

terms and in comparison to other sectors and developing countries (see Table 4

below). This means that any plans for education expansion were drawn under a

critical constraint imposed by limited financial resources. In general, the share of

public expenditure allocated to education is low by other African countries whose

allocation ranges between 15% and 20%.

Table 4 Government Expenditure on Education
in Relation to other Sectors & Other Countries

Ethiopia Zambia Botswana Kenya
1972 1988 1972 11988 1972 1988 1972 1988

Education 14.4 10.6 19.81 8.3 10.0 18.1 21.9 21.5
Health I

4.71Services 5.7 3.6 7.4! 6.0 7.4 7.9 6.1
Housing &
social
welfare 4.4 9.3 1.3 2.3 21.7 11.0 3.9 3.5
Economic

2.61Services 22.9 30.1 21.0 28.0 21.2 30.1 19.8
Defense 14.3 0.0 I 0.0 6.0 12.1 6.0 9.2
Other 52.6 46.5 45.71 63.7 34.5 30.2 30.2 39.0
(Kinfe, 1993: 165)
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Kinfe (1993: 165-166) has further noted that two points can be made to

explain why the allocation to education was too low to have a significant impact on

enrollments. One explanation is that both the share of education in the GNP and the

GNP itself had been growing slowly due to the poor performance of the economic

sector, particularly that of agriculture, which was repeatedly hit by drought.

The government also tried to maintain some rationality by trying to balance

the growth of enrollment and recurrent expenditure. But even this was by no means

easy except at the first level of education where the growth of the recurrent budget

was higher than that of enrollment. But even so, the enrollments covered only a

fraction of the school-age cohort which ought to be in schooling at the different

levels of education.

The critical dilemma was that the recurrent budget of the general education

was stagnant particularly after the decade 1974-84. Likewise, the allocation to

primary education progressed slowly despite the firm commitment of the government

donors to it.

2.5.7.5 Source and Amount of Financing

The Major sources of financing education in Ethiopia are Government,

households, external loans and assistance. The relative importance of these

sources depend on the nature of the expenditure; recurrent or capital. The PHRD

study on Costs and Financing of Education has estimated total education

expenditures in Ethiopia for 1995/96.

Table 5 Sources of Financing Education in Government Schools
Sources Recurrent % Capital % Total %

Government 790051 80.9% 187600 47.6% 977651 71.3%
Households 186692 19.1% 0.0% 186692 13.6%
External loans 0.0% 189289 48.1% 189289 13.8%
Assistance 0.0% 16994 4.3% 16994 1.2%
Total 976743 100.0% 393883 100.0% 1370626 100.0%
Percentage 71.3% 28.7% 100.0%
Source: PHRD Study on cost and Financing of Education (PHRD, 1996)
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As shown in Table 5, the coverage of the education recurrent budget for 

1995/96 was 80.9% government and 19.1 % households in the form of education 

fees. On the other hand, capital costs were almost equally divided between 

government (47.6%) and external loans (48.1 %) , leaving only 4.3% from external 

assistance. Overall , 71 .3% of the education budget goes to cover recurrent costs , 

while the remaining 28.7% is designated to capital costs. 

Considering all the major sources, the total resource flow to education in 

1994/95 was estimated to have reached about Birr 1.4 billion. Of the total , 64% was 

covered from the central and regional governments treasury, 22% from household 

and about 14% from external sources. (PHRD, 1996:68-69) 

2.5.7.6 The Gap Between Goals and Resources 

One of the goals of the military regime (1974-91) , was to create a system of 

universal general education, extending to the highest level possible within 15 years, 

provided that the resources needed were available for the construction of schools, 

the recruitment and training of teachers and for the provision of educational 

materials and equipment. Indeed, allocations to the education sector were also 

increased. For instance, between 1980/81 and 1984/85 the total cost of education 

had risen from 347.2 million Birr to 473.8 million Birr. This shows an average 

increase of 8.0 percent per annum. Comparison of the total education expenditure 

to the GDP also shows that it rose from 4.2 percent in 1980/81 to 4.6 percent in 

1984/85. By 1989/90, it had risen to Birr 520 mn. Albeit the stipulated goal remains 

a far cry off. 

The major share of the education cost is borne by the government's domestic 

resources which represent about 90 percent of the expenditure. In addition to the 

government's financial allocation, two other major sources of finance are community 

contribution and international aid. 
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The bulk of the expenditure goes to education at first level. The total cost of 

primary education in 1979/80 was 97.0 million Birr which was 47.1 percent of the 

total allocation to the Ministry of Education. The average growth rate over five years 

was 10.6 percent per annum. As a result in 1984 it had reached Birr 147.7 mn and 

by 1989/90 it had risen to Birr 232.2 mn.(Kinfe, 1993: 169) 

2.5.7.7 Community Contribution 

As indicated above, in the running of primary schools , communities can play 

an important role by hiring teachers and paying their salaries both in cash and in 

kind. In addition, communities contribute to the construction of primary schools both 

in kind, through the provision of labor and material , as well as in finance, depending 

on the situation. The unit cost per primary school in 1978/79 was around 11,600 Birr 

plus community contribution in kind which was estimated to be about 6,600 Birr per 

school (Kinfe, 1993: 169). 

Although it is hard to find adequate, detailed and quantitative data, there is 

ample evidence illustrating that the community has a long history of contributing in 

cash, kind and labor to the development of the education sector in the country. The 

following excerpts, taken from reports of annual education conferences held at 

national level , substantiate this assertion. 

- in the 1976 (E. C) academic year several schools were maintained with 

the participation of the community, and the community made a highly 

significant contribution in cash to fulfill the facilities of these schools (MoE, 

1976:25) 

in the 1977 (E.C) academic year, the community assisted the 

government's effort to expand education and upgrade its quality by: 

Constructing new schools and offices 

providing capital goods and engaging in maintenance works 

subsidizing the internal revenue of schools 

• transporting books and other educational materials 
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employing teachers 

providing land to schools for production activities 

participating in the administration of schools as per proclamation 

number 260/1976 E. C 

organizing hostels for students' and houses for teachers 

• providing financial support to the Literacy Campaign, preparing 

learning centers and shelter for campaigners 

establishing and administering kindergartens (MoE, 1977:32-33) . 

- In the 1983 E.C (academic year) , communities in the administrative 

regions of Arsi , South Wollo, West Shewa, East Shewa and North Shewa 

contributed a total of 6,643,882.41 Birr for the maintenance of classrooms, 

fulfilling school facilities , operational budget of schools, salaries for 

teachers and administrative workers (MoE,1983:57) 

- In the 1984(E.C) academic year the community in Arsi Administrative 

region built additional classrooms and fulfilled facilities by contributing 

613,167.20 Birr. Similarly the construction of additional classrooms began 

in schools found in 3 awrajas of Keffa administrative with 70,205.05 Birr 

contributed by the community (MoE, 1984:60-61) 
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Chapter Three 
Presentation, Analysis & Interpretation of Data 

This chapter deals with the presentation, analysis and interpretation of data.ln 

the study, different groups of people were covered to get the necessary information. 

The major groups included in the study were school principals , teachers, students 

and parents' representatives in 41 government and 5 public schools and members 

of 10 Woreda Education and Training Board. The respondents were from 10 

Woredas of three Regional states (Tigrai , Amhara and Benshangul-Gumuz) and 

Addis Ababa City Administration. 

Regarding the government schools , a total of 164 questionnaires were 

distributed and 153 (93.3%) were returned . Of these respondents 38 (24.8%) were 

teachers, 35 (22.9%) students, 37 (24.2%) representative of parents and 41 (26.8%) 

were school principals. The other 2 (1.3%) did not mention their occupation and 

positions in their schools . (Annex- R 1) 

As regards the public schools, 14 out of 15 questionnaires were correctly 

filled in and so treated in the study. These encompass 5(35.7%) school directors, 5 

(35.7%) representatives of Teachers Association and 4 (28.6%) representatives of 

parents (Annex- P3). 

In addition, 30 questionnaires were distributed to Woreda Education and 

Training Board members and 25 (83.3%) were filled in and brought back. Of these 

respondents , 4(16%) were heads of Woreda Education Offices, 1 (4%) was a 

representative of Woreda Administrative Council , and 4 (16%) representatives of 

woreda Teachers Association. The responses of the other 16 (64%) did not specify 

their occcupation (positions). (Annex W-6) 

Regarding sex composition, the number of female respondents in all the 

government and public schools , and Woreda Education Offices treated in the study 
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is quite small, it is only 18 (9.4%) of the total. (Annex WGP-1). In terms of

educational qualification a large majority 130 (67.7%) have completed high school

and then attended post secondary education for a year or two. About 13% of the

respondents were found to be below grade 12, (Annex WGP-2)

Amhara and Tigrai regions were selected purposefully as they administer

quite a considerable number of schools compared to most regions in the country.

Addis Abeba is also considered as it administers a considerable number of

government and "public schools." Benshangul-Gumuz, on the other hand, is

selected as it is considered as one of the disadvantaged regions on different

dimensions, including economic development, and as an area that has been

identified as having low enrollment at all school levels.

The interest here is to explore whether there are variations, what led to such

variation and the roles played by various government and non-government

organizations. Although the regions and zones were selected purposefully, the

woredas and schools were selected on a random basis.

3.1 Government Schools
3.1.1 Sources of Educational Finance

Table 6 Source of Finance for Operational Cost
Frequency Percent

Budget allotted by government 40 26.1
Students Registration fees 29 18.9
Contribution by community 45 29.5
NGO 31 20.3
No response 8 5.2
Total 153 100

It is quite clear that schools need financial resources to facilitate and run their

day-to-dayactivities. Accordingly, the Ethiopian Government in the 1994 Education

and Training Policy states,"the priority for government financial support will be up to

the completion of general secondary education". However, only 26.1% of the

respondents confirmed that their schools do obtain budget from the government. A

large proportion of the respondents (29.5%) indicate community contribution as the
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main source of the budget for primary schools. 18.9% and 20.3% mentioned

students' registration fees and NGOs, respectively, as sources. This shows that

there are different sources of finance for primary schools.

The interview held with officials of Regional Bureaux and Zonal Education

Departments also confirmed the presence of these financial sources, including the

Government. These interviewees also mentioned the internal revenues generated by

the schools and funds obtained from donor agencies as sources of finance for

primary schools. Besides these, from the interviews, there are other sources of

finance; for example, the interview held with the Education officials of Eastern Zone

of Tigrai indicated that the contribution of materials from people living abroad is a

major source of finance for the schools.

3.1.2 Budget Allotment in cash
Table 7 Allotment of budget in cash

Frequency Percent
Sufficient 1 0.7
Small 13 8.5
Very small 11 7.2
Nil 125 81.7
No response 3 1.9

Total 153 100
As can be seen from table 7, 125 (81.7%) of the respondents have reported

that the government does not allot budget in cash. Even those who confirmed that

the government allots budget in cash said that the amount of money they get is small

(8.5%) and very small (7.2%).

3.1.3 Operational Budget Allotment in kind
Table 8 Allotment of operational budget in kind

Frequency Percent
Always 6 3.9
Most of the time 10 6.5
Sometimes 31 20.3
Never 100 65.4
No response 6 3.9
Total 153 100
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Table 8 proves that the government budget grant in kind is not commensurate

with the duties schools are discharging.

Nearly 2/3 of the respondents (65.4%) gave their testimony for the abysmal

absence of budget allotment in kind by the government. A meager percentage

(3.9%) of the respondents affirm the budget allotment in kind is always afforded.

3.1.4 The Allocation and Utilization of Budget for School Maintenance
Table 9 Amount of budget allotted for maintenance

Frequency Percent
Mostly sufficient 6 3.9
Some times sufficiently 5 3.2
Has never been sufficient 5 3.2
No response 137 89.5

Total 153 100

The data incorporated in Table 9 reveals that, considering the amount of

budget allotted to primary schools for maintenance, 3.9% of them said it is mostly

sufficient, 3.2% said sometimes sufficient and the rest said that it has never been

sufficient. On the other hand, the table indicates that 137 (89.5%) of them did not

respond because they have already said the Government does not allot budget for

maintenance. (see Annex G.6)

Table 10 Source of finance for school maintenance
Frequency Percent

Fees collected from students 19 12.4
Contribution made by the
local community 28 18.3
Internal revenue of the
school 82 53.6
Donation obtained from
NGO 12 7.8
No response 12 7.8

Total 153 100.0

As indicated in Table 10, there are various sources of cash for school

maintenance, but the lion's share (53.6%) falls on the internal revenue of the
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schools. The same finding is drawn from the interview held with the Zonal Education

Officials. Moreover, a similar result is also observed in the response of the

Woredas. Nearly half (48%) of this latter group of respondents disclosed that the

Government does not allocate budget for school maintenance and schools maintain

their buildings and other facilities with their own internal revenue. (see Annex W.1)

On the other hand, efforts have been under way since 1987 E.C in order to

maintain schools. Surprisingly, however, for the last six, or even more years, in a

majority of the schools considered in the study (56.2%), no maintenance has been

carried out. Only 39.2% of the respondents confirmed that schools have been

maintened since 1987 E.C (ref. Annex -G.7).

3.1.5 School facilities
Table 11

Frequency Percent
Yes 147 96.1
No 6 3.9
Total 153 100

Shortage of facilties

As shown in Table 11,147(96.1%) of the respondents agreed that they have

a shortage of facilities. It is only 3.9% who said that they do not have shortage of

facilities.

Schools need to be equipped with furniture, laboratory equipments, books etc.

Whenever they face difficulties in doing so, it has been found that there are

concerned bodies to tackle them. Among these, the heaviest responsibility (96.1%)

rests upon the shoulders of the school administration The contribution of the rest is

minimal. The following table summarizes the responses given on this issue.

Table 12 How shortage of facilities is solved in schools
Frequency Percent

Through the school
administration 147 96.1
Through the school
committee 5 3.3
Through the woreda
education office 1 7
Total 153 100.0
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As shown in Table 12 above, 96.1% of the respondents mentioned that,

whenever there is shortage of facilities in schools, it is solved by the school

administration. Only 3.3% of the respondents said that shortage of school facilities is

solved by the school committee/board.

As was seen in Table 10, earlier (p.74), one of the main sources of the

schools' finance for maintenance is their internal revenue(53.6%). Table 13 below

shows from what income generating activities the schools obtain this revenue.

3.1.6 Internal Revenue of Schools
Table 13 Internal Revenue of Schools

Frequency Percent
Horticulture 16 10.5
Crop-production 47 30.7
Sale of grass 40 26.1
Co-curricular activities 15 9.8
Evening classes 23 15.0
No response 12 7.8
Total 153 100.0

Table 13 reveals that schools obtain 30.7% of their internal revenue from crop

production; 26.1 %, 15%, 10.5% and 9.8% are obtained from the sale of grass, evning

classes, horticulture and co-curricular activities respectively.

Table 14 Activities carried by Internal revenue of schools
Frequency Percent

Operational activities 80 39.2
School maintenance 33 21.6
Library services 13 8.5
School facilities 43 28.1
Other 1 0.7
No response 3 2.0
Total 153 100.0

Since the maintenance and operating budgets are not sufficiently provided by

the Government, the schools use their internal revenue which they obtain from

income generating activities thus: for operational activities (39.2%), to fulfill shortage

of facilities (28.1 %), for school maintenance (21.6%) and library service (8.5%), as

shown in Table 14 above.
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Besides through these activities, 30,746.60 Birr was collected from sales of

empty containers and left over construction materials, in the 10 primary schools

involved in the pilot programme of the School Feeding Project in N & S Wollo,

Amhara Region in the year 1996-97 (See Annex R-3). Similarly, in Tigrai Region, 10

schools which were covered in this pilot programme, collected 32,540.20 Birr in the

same year. (See Annex R-4).

In addition to this, schools in Tigrai gained about 3,049,874.82 and

1,436,324.50 Birr from registration fee and income generating activities respectively,

(See Annex R.2).

Table 15 Do schools deposit their internal revenue
in the woreda finance office?

Frequency Percent
Yes 10 6.5
No 135 88.2
No response 8 5.2
Total 153 100.0

One of the problems which schools used to face prior to 1992 E.C is the

finance regulation that forced them to deposit their internal revenue in the Woreda

Finance Office and get permission to use it. As can be seen in Table 15, 88.2%

of respondents said that they do not deposit their internal revenue in the woreda

office, while only 6.5% said that they do. In an interview conducted with Regional

Education Bureau and Zonal Department Officials, it was also confirmed that prior

to 1992 E.C., schools were obliged to deposit any money they collected in their

respective Woreda Finance offices (Annex WD-1). The money which they

deposited was given back to them after they presented their plan of action to the

offices. It is only in Tigrai Regional state that such an operation has not been

carried out as revealed in the interview conducted with the Regional Education

Bureaux.
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3.1.7 Students Registration Fees

Schools used to collect money as a registration fee prior to the issuance of

the New Education and Training Policy. They used the money collected from

students for running costs, ie. for maintenance, stationery and educational facilities.

Since 1987/88 E.C. however, collecting a registration fee has been terminated

because some officials misinterpreted the statement in the New Education and

Training Policy as "free education from grade 1 - 10". The following table

summarizes the responses given on the issue of registration fees.

Table 16 Payment of Registration fee

Frequency Percent
Yes they always do 48 31.4
Yes they mostly do - -
Yes they sometimes do 13 8.5
No they don't 92 60.1
Total 153 100.0

Table 16 reveals that 60.1% of the respondents said that students do not pay

a registration fee. 31.4% responded that they always pay, and only 8.5% of the

group said that they sometimes pay a registration fee. In an interview conducted

with officials of the Regional Education Bureaux and Zonal Education Departments,

with the exception of Tigrai Region, the rest confirmed that they do not let students

pay a registration fee on the basis of the cited statement in ETP. In Tigrai, the

interviewee said that the payment should not been considered as a tuition fee, but it

is simply the contribution that the community made to the schools through their

children. The interviewee added that the amount of money which each family should

contribute is decided by the School Board/Committee, with consultation of parents

(community),

Table 17 Who decides students registration fee?

Frequency Percent
The school committee 53 34.6
The woreda education 2 1.3
office
Other 1 .7
No response 97 63.4
Total 153 100.0
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Another item presented in the questionnaire vis-a-vis school fees was

regarding the body that decides upon the collection of the registration fee from

students. As indicated in Table 17, the replies offered to the item by nearly all the

respondents (34.6%) showed the "School Committee" as the responsible body

empowered to decide that students pay a registration fee. This, however, does not

mean that the committee makes the decision on its own and imposes it upon

students. In fact, from the interview held with concerned personnel, it was learned

that the committee has always been engaged with collecting the registration fee

only with the prior consent of parents. As can be seen from the above table, 97

(63.4%) did not respond. This is because in most of the schools under study,

particularly Amhara, Benshangul-Gumuz and Addis Abeba, students do not pay a

registration fee.

Statistical test substantiated the above data collected using questionnaire

and the interview data from Tigrai. A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was

carried out on the data collected from Addis Ababa Administration, Benshangul

Gumz, and Tigrai's government schools. The ANOVA procedure was chosen for two

reasons. One justification is that there are more than two groups (four regions) in

this study. The second justification is that the independent variable (i.e. regions) is

categorical in nature and the dependent is a continuous variable. Since the

variation we wish to determine consists of more than two groups and our dependent

is a continuous variable, analysis of variance is one of the appropriate procedures to

determine if there is a group difference on the mean of the dependent variable.

Table 18 Payment During Registration Descriptive Statistics

Region Woreda Mean Standard
Deviation

TiQrai 3 1 1
Amhara 15 3.67 .49
Benshanqul-Gumz 4 4 0.00
Addis Abeba 4 3.0 0.00
Total 24 3.33 1.01
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The data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Science

(SPSS). The output from the SPSS program is reported in the following two tables.

Descriptive statistics in terms of mean, standard deviation are provided in table 18.

The AN OVA table below (Table 19)provides the actual test statistics.

Table 19 Payment During Registration ANOVA Tables

Group Sum of Degrees of Mean F value Significance
variation Squares Freedom Square
Between 20.00 3 6.667 40.00 .000
Groups
Within 3.333 20 .167
Groups
Total 23.333 23

The statistical test shows that there is a significant group variation on the

registration fee payment at 0.01 level. Since we already know that it is in Tigrai that

the registration fee is charged this region should be the reason for group variation.

Although it was factually clear that Tigrai was the cause for the group difference an

additional procedure known as the Tukey Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test

was conducted to determine statistically where the group difference lie. The Tukey

HSD revealed that there is no difference between Amahara, Benshangul, and Addis

Abeba. Put differently, there is no difference between these three regions on

student charges. Multiple comparisons between Tigrai and the other regions

showed that on each account there was a difference between Tigrai and the rest of

the regions. Thus, the source of significant difference lies between Tigrai and the

other three regions. This finding is consistent with the data collected from interview

and through questionnaires.

Table 20 Why do students not pay registration fee?

Frequency Percentage
The education and training policy 90 58.8
prohibits
The school has sufficient internal
revenue 1 7
No response 62 40.5
Total 153 100.0
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On the other hand, the most outstanding reason for not collecting a

registration fee in the sample schools, as revealed by 58.8% of the respondents

(Table 20), was because such an act is forbidden by the Education and Training

Policy. It is true that the policy unequivocally states that government will support

primary and general secondary education (from grades 1-10) and hence no student

will be denied education because of his/her inability to pay school fees. But, this

does not imply that parents and the community at large are forbidden from making

financial support to the school, by way of paying a registration fee for their children,

so long as this is done of their own free will. This was revealed in the interview held

with ZED & REB officials Tigrai. But in Amhara, Benshangul-Gumuz and Addis

Abeba the interviewee said that the ETP prohibits students' registration fees

3.1.8 Explanation about Policy

According to the descriptive statistics, only four respondents out of 23 claimed

to be provided with the explanation on the New Education and Training Policy about

tuition fee or other student charges. This is shown on Table 21. Although 83 percent

of the respondents indicated that no explanation is provided it may be worth while

from a scholarly view point to investigate whether the sample evidence can be

generalized for the population.

Table 21 Explanation about the Education Policy

Response Tigrai Amhara Addis Abeba Benshanqul Total
Yes 0 4 0 0 4
No 3 12 3 1 19
Total 3 16 3 1 23

Since both the independent and dependent variables are categorical

variables, the Chi square test was conducted on the collected data. The results from

the SPSS package are presented in Table 22 below.

Table 22 Explanation about the Education Policy
Chi-square test

Chi Square value Degrees of freedom Siqnificance level
2.118 3 0.548

ex = .05
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As 0.548 is higher than the 0.05 level there is no significant difference

between the regions in the population from which the samples were drawn. In other

words, no explanation was given to the regions why they donot collect money from

students, parents or community. This finding is also consistent with the descriptive

analysis that showed the misunderstanding or misinterpretation of the policy.

3.1.9 Support from NGOs, Doner Agencies and Former Students

Table 23 below provides summary data on the replies of the sample

respondents on issues related to financial and material assistance the schools

obtained from NGOs and their former students.

Table 23 Frequency of Financial and Material Support Schools Obtain from
NGOs and Former Students

Frequency percent
From NGOs always 1 0.7

most of the time 66 43.1
sometimes 85 55.6
no response 1 0.7
Total 153 100

From Former most of the time 8 5.2
Students sometimes 56 36.6

never 81 53.0
no response 8 5.2
Total 153 100

The respondents' replies presented in Table 23 illustrate that almost all the

government schools encompassed in this study received some financial and material

support from NGOs. The frequency of the support, however, is mainly occasional, as

certified by 55.6% of the respondents. The findings also provide an even more

bleak picture as far as the support obtained by the schools from their former

students is concerned. More than half of the respondents indicated that their

schools have never obtained any financial and material support from former

students, while about 1/3 of them (36.6%) responded that their schools have had

such support only occasionally.
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The support rendered by NGOs is quite significant, particularly in Tigrai 

Region. Different NGOs such as TDAIBESO and GTZ, besides contributing finance 

to improving the primary schools in the Region, have been playing the most 

important role in stimulating the community involvement in the school affairs. For 

example,TDA has trained about 40 development agents who are working at the 

grassroots level in helping communities to apply for funding grants, to prepare and 

implement their own quality improvement projects and to promote the enrollments of 

girls in their respective neighborhood primary schools.(TDA, 1999:52). 

With the impetus given by the BESO project, more than 700 community level 

projects aimed at improving quality and equity of education are in progress. Some of 

those implemented by the communities include establishment of pedagogical 

centers, construction of reading rooms, purchasing of desks, shelves and books, 

awarding incentives to outstanding girls and constructing a teachers' residence. 

(TDA, 1999:52) 

An incentive grant of 2,758,250.00 Birr, given by TDA to the schools, has 

motivated the communities to raise cash, labor and local material worth 

9,450,750.00 Birr, showing that for each one birr of grant money, the community is 

contributing 3.4 birr (TDA, 1999:52-53) . 

The most important aspect of the BESO project is that it has stimulated the 

communities to create a forum in which parents , schools and local administrative 

bodies come together and discuss the school environment and propose locally 

viable solutions to solve their school problems.(TDA,1999:53). 

GTZ, (GTZ,2001) through the project it runs (PEAP), cooperates with 

communities, schools WEOs, and ZEOs in 4 of the 5 Zones of Tigrai Region and 

with the REB in Mekelle to these extents: 

90 primary schools in 11 Woredas have been rehabilitated , sharing labor 

cost and material contribution with the communities. These schools have 
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• 

been equipped with school and staff furniture, sports articles and basic 

materials for the production of teaching aids. 

Around 600 school heads and teachers have been trained in how to 

manage the school resources and the maintenance of the school. They in 

turn have trained around 1,500 teachers in their school and in 

neighboring schools. 

The German investment into school rehabilitation in Tigrai amounts, so far, to 

approximately 5 million Birr (which includes an additional approximately 1.3 million 

Birr from the German Financial Cooperation (KFW)). 

Besides this , quite recently, the "United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) 

has donated construction material worth 200,000 Birr in support of efforts by the 

Education Department of East Tigrai Zone to rehabilitate schools destroyed by the 

invading Eritrean Army." (Ethiopian Herald , Vol. LVII No.153,S March 2001). 

A Significant example of financial support rendered to schools by former 

students is that of Etege Taitu Butul primary school found in North Wolo of Amhara 

Region. In the interview held with the official of the ZOO, it is noted that these 

people donated a total amount of one million birr for maintaining the school 

buildings and providing it with necessary equipment and furniture. 

3.1.10 Community Support 

The support rendered by the community was another area of interest to the 

study. Accordingly, the replies given by 11 .1 % of the sample respondents (see 

annex G.2) , revealed that the community rendered support to their respective 

schools, but, 60.S% of these respondents labeled the frequency of the community 

support as merely occasional. In addition, 21.6% of the respondents indicated that 

the community has never given any support to the schools. Furthermore, the former 

group of respondents identified several types of community support in their 
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responses (see Annex G.3). The major ones are listed below in order of their

percentage.

- Labor support (49.6%)

- Financial support (25.9%)

- Material support (24.5%)

Through the financial support rendered by the community, moreover, schools

in the three Regional states benefited by collecting a substantial amount of money.

Besides this, the community has rendered financial support for school construction

and internal revenue For example, the schools in Eastern Amhara Zones obtained a

total sum of 912,614 Birr in the years 1989-1991 (Annex R-5 ) those in Benshangul

Gumz, 612,376.44 Birr till January 2001 (Annex R-6) and in Tigray, more than

6,116,578 Birr in 1991 E.C (Annex R-2).

Table 24 Community Support Descriptive Statistics

Region Respondent Mean Standard
Deviation

Tigray 3 2.33 1.15
Amhara 16 2.44 .51
Benshangul 2 2.50 .71
Addis Abeba 4 2.75 .50
Total 25 2.48 .59

The low level community support is revealed by the statistical test that was

conducted. The statistical test chosen was analysis of variance. The F statistics

value and the significance level is provided in Table 25. The test signifies that there

is no regional difference on the community support variable. In other words,

community involvement is low across the four regions.

Table 25 Community Support ANOVA Tables

Group Sum of Degrees of Mean F value Significance
variation squares Freedom Square
Between .386 3 .129 0.344 0.794
Groups
Within 7.854 21 ..374
Groups
Total 8.240 24
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3.1.11 Status of the Activities of the Government School Committee/Board

The last group of items incorporated in the questionnaire was aimed at

gathering relevant data on the status and activities of the Government School

Committee/Board. The first three items were related to the degree of the

knowledge of committee members of their duties and responsibilities, whether they

had received training and the adequacy of such training.

Accordingly, the replies made by the sample respondents to these items

indicate that:-

- 64.7% of them have knowledge about their duties and responsibilities to a

medium or low degree(See Annex G-4).

82.4% of them received no relevant training to execute their duties and

responsibilities, and

Very few of them 17.6% said that they had received training, (Ref. Annex

G-5)

Unlike the schools committees, however, members of Woreda Education and

Training Board (76%) have better understanding of their duties and responsibilities,

(Annex W-3) even though a large majority (80%) of them claimed that no training

was given to provide them with knowledge on the issue (Ref. Annex W-5)

The remaining 4 items were included to assess the extent to which the

committee devoted itself to various activities. A summary of the responses obtained

to these items is summarized in the table below:

Table 26 The Activities under taken by the school committee

Response in percent total
Activity Always Most of Someti Never Total

the time mes
Minimizing withdrawal rate of
students 38.5 18.3 37.3 5.9 100
Promotinq participation rate 36.6 19.0 34.0 10.4 100
Making decisions on the
utilization of money raised 20.9 15.0 39.3 24.8 100
from the community
Seeking support from sources
other than the community 20.9 15.0 39.2 24.9 100
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The findings presented in Table 26 illustrate that the committees have been 

more involved in minimizing the withdrawal rate for students and promoting the 

participation rate. They have been less involved in making decisions on the 

utilization of money raised from the community and on seeking support from sources 

other than the community. On the other hand, in the questionnaire forwarded to 

members of Woreda Education and Training Board, slightly over half (52%) of the 

respondents admitted that they have never made an effort to mobilize the 

community to contribute finance for running the schools (See Annex W-4). 

Some of the major problems the government schools face due to financial 

constraints, as the Woreda Education and Training Board Response indicaes are 

shortage of stationery 

shortage of budget for co-curricular activities 

low quality of education due to shortage of inputs 

unable to provide teachers with incentives 

• shortage of school facilities 

unable to make possible exchange of experience with other schools 

difficult to offer training to teachers etc. 

3.2 Public School 
3.2.1 Source of school finance 

According to the Education and Training Policy (1994:31), the Government 

financial support will be up to the completion of general secondary education 

(grades 1-10). 

On the basis of this statement, a question on the source of school finance 

was raised to pubic school management and administration committees of the 

selected public schools. All respondents agree that the Government does not 

allocate operational budget to their schools. 

The monthly tuition fees collected from students, internal revenue of the 

school and community contributions are mentioned as the sources of the schools' 
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budgets to run their day-to-day activities. The contributions made by the community

to assist the operational budget, however, is found to be small, Table 27

summarizes the responses given.

Table 27 Source of Funds (for operational budget)

Frequency Percent
Monthly tuition fees collected 11 78.6
from the students
Internal revenue of the schools 2 14.3
Community Contributions 1 7.1
Total 14 100.0

A large number (78.6%) of these schools obtain income from monthly tuition

fees collected from the students. The schools have been upgraded since their

transfer to public ownership in accordance with proclamation number 54/68.

Additional classrooms, office rooms, pedagogical centers and libraries have been

constructed since then, (Annex P.1). A question was raised to find out the source of

finance for the construction of these infrastructures. Table 28 summarizes the

responses.

Table 28 The source of funds for Construction

Frequency Percent
Monthly contribution of
students (tuition fee) 4 28.6
The school internal
revenue 2 14.3
Material financial and
labor assistance by community 4 28.6
NGOs 2 14.3
No response 2 14.3
Total 14 100.0

As can be seen in Table 28, the community is playing a great role as a source

of budget for constructing infrastructures, far better than for the operational budget.
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.3 .2.2 Operational Budget

Table 29 Operational budget Allotted to
Public Schools by Government

Frequency Percent
Always - -
Most of the time - -
Sometimes - -
Never 14 100
Total 14 100

A question was raised as to how often the government allocates operational

budget to the public schools, as indicated in Table 29, 100% of the respondents said

that they never get any operational budget from the government. Whereas the

source of operational budget for government schools is budget allotted by the

government. As can be seen from Annex AG -1, 65.8% of the source of finance for

government schools is allotted by the Government. This was also confirmed by the

Zonal Education Officials and from Addis Ababa Education Bureau. The finding

from the interview indicates that the support offered by the government to public

schools is limited to assigning government employed teachers and directors.

3.2.3 Regarding students' tuition fees

As indicated in Table 27 and Table 28 above, the major source of finance for

both operational budget and construction is the tuition fee collected monthly from

the students. In this regard, the study has revealed that the amount of the tuition

fee a student should pay is decided by different bodies in different schools.

The decision, according to a large majority of respondents (85.7%), is made

by the school administrative committee, whereas in the other schools, the school

administration (7.1%) and Woreda Education Office (7.1%) decide the amount of

money to be paid by students as a tuition fee.(See Annex P.2)
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On the other hand, students going to government schools in Addis Abeba are

not paying a registration fee. 81.3% of the respondents confirmed that students do

not pay registration fee at all(refer Annex AG-2). Small number, 12.5%, replied that

they sometimes pay.

Though, in the interview held with the respective officials, it was indicated

that some students who have no guardian, and who have good academic

performances, are exempted from paying tuition fees, many are still forced to

discontinue their education due to being unable to pay the fee. This frequency is

summarized in Table 30 below.

Table 30 How often do students discontinue their education
due to being unable to meet the tuition fee?

Frequency Percent
always 2 14.3
Most of the time 2 14.3
sometimes 7 50.0
never 2 14.3
No response 1 7.1
Total 14 100.0

As can be seen in Table 30 a large majority (78.6%) of the respondents

indicated that there are students who left school due to being unable to meet the

tuition fee. This is in harmony with the MaE's evaluation report on the

implementation the first five year plan of the Education Sector Development

Programme which pin pointed that withdrawal of students from public schools due to

failure to pay tuition fee has resulted in educational wastage (1992 E.C.:39). One

could expect measures to be taken to prevent these students from dropping out due

to this reason. However, the findings show that many schools have not made an

effort to resolve the problem. Table 31 below summarizes the responses given on

this matter.

Table 31 Measures taken to prevent students from dropping
out of school

Frequency Percent
Provide education free of tuition 1 7.1
No attempt is made by the school 8 57.1
No response 5 35.7
Total 14 100.0
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57.1 % of the respondents confirmed that no attempt is made by the school to

prevent students from dropping out of school due to being unable to pay the tuition

fee. Only an insignificant number (7.1 %) said that they provide education free of

tuition fee.

3.2.4 Textbooks and Educational Facilities

It is quite clear that one of the reasons why public schools need finance is for

providing text books to their students, and for furnishing their school with other

educational facilities and equipment such as libraries and laboratory apparatus and

the like. This issue is, thus, looked at in this study with respect to the budget

allotment and its utilization.

The findings indicate that 42.9% of the public schools in question pay service

charges for a relevant body to obtain textbooks, while the rest (57.1 %) get them free

of charge. However, quite a large majority (85.7%) of the schools provide the

books to students by charging them service fees, either as a means of income or to

cover the charge they themselves paid for getting the books. Table 32 and Table 33

summarize the responses given.

Table 32 How do public schools obtain books?

Frequency Percent
By paying service charoes 6 42.9
Free of Charqe 8 57.1
Total 14 100.0

Table 33 How do the public school provide books to students?

Frequency Percent
Free of Charge 2 14.3
Charge service fees 12 85.7
Total 14 100.0
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Regarding the educational facilities, such as laboratories and libraries, most

of them are poorly furnished (71.4%) and they need financial support. The situation

of these facilities is summarized in Table 34 below.

Table 34 Educational facilities of the public school such
as laboratories, libraries

Frequency Percent
Partially furnished 2 14.3
Poorly furnished 10 71.4
Adequately furnished 1 7.1
No response 1 7.1
Total 14 100.0

3.2.5 Public School Management & Administration Committees

In the interview held with Regional Educational Bureaux and Zonal

Department officials, it became apparent that the extent of community involvement in

public school affairs is largely influenced by the efficiency of the school

management/parents /committee members. They need to be capable and skillful in

mobilizing the community, besides having a clear knowledge of their duties and

responsibilities. The findins obtained with regard to this point are summarized in

TAble 35 below.

Table 35 How informed are members of the Committee regarding
their duties and responsibilities?

Frequency Percent
Highly informed 5 35.7
Average 8 57.1
Low 1 7.1
Total 14 100.0

Accordingly, 35.7% of the respondents said that the members of the

committee are highly informed, 57.1% are mentioned as having average and 7.1%

have little information about their duties and responsibilities. The degree to which

members of school board/committee government schools are knowledgeable about

their duties and responsibilities indicated that 50% of the respondents agreed that

they have low knowledge and the others said medium 31.2% high 18.8%. (see

annex AG-3) Therefore, there is an obvious need for training.
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Moreover, all respondents did not hesitate to disclose that no training has

been provided to committee members to promote their understanding about their

duties and responsibilities., Table 36 summarizes the responses.

Table 36
Was there any training provided to the parents to promote

their understanding regarding their duties and responsibilities?
Frequency Percent

Yes - -
No 14 100
Total 14 100

As indicated in Table 36, no orientation or training is provided to the public

school management & administration committee(100%) to promote their

understanding regarding their duties and responsibilities. When one makes a

comparison of government School Board/committee with that of public school

management and administration committee of Addis Abeba, it is more or less

similar. In the government schools, the respondents confirmed that 81.25% did not

get training at all. There is a slight difference in the government schools whereby

members of the committee 18.25% said that they did receive relevant training to

execute their duties and responsibilities. (See Annex AG-4)

In summary the questionnaire responses show that some of the major

problems the public schools face due to the limited source of budgeUfinance are:-

shortage of educational facilities

unable to arrange conditions for teachers to get relevant training

unable to increase and determine the ceiling of teachers' salaries
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Chapter Four 

4. Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations 
4.1 Summary 

As vividly stated in the introductory chapter, this study was intended to make 

a critical assessment of the scope of community participation in primary education in 

general and in financing primary schools in particular, identify the major handicaps 

prevalent in the area and eventually come up with feasible recommendations to 

tackle these discrepancies. 

To this end , relevant data on a wide range of issues pertinent to the study 

were collected from school principals, teachers , students and parents' 

representatives of School Committees/Boards in 41 government and 5 public 

primary schools as well as from members of 10 Woreda Education and Training 

Boards in the regional states of Tigrai , Amhara , Benshangul-Gumuz and Addis 

Abeba City Administration through questionnaires designed for the purpose. 

Moreover, supplementary data were obtained through a structured interview held 

with concerned REB and ZED personnel. The major findings of the study are 

summarized below. 

4.1.1 Summary of Findings Pertinent to Government Primary Schools 

- As confirmed by the responses of 95% of the respondents , the sources of 

finance for government primary schools include contribution made by the 

community, budget allotted by the government, registration fees collected 

from students and donations made by NGOs. 

It was only about a quarter of the respondents (26.1 %) who agreed that 

their schools obtain budget from the government. Most of these respondents 

also indicated that the budget allotted to their schools either in cash or in kind 

is too meager to enable the schools to discharge their duties. 
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- Nearly 90% of the respondents affirmed that their schools received no 

budget from the government for maintenance. Consequently, the source 

of finance for maintenance for the majority of the schools is their internal 

revenue. However, the findings of this study also revealed that no 

maintenance work has been carried out in the majority of the schools for 

the last 6 years. 

- As confirmed by 96.1 % of the respondents , most of the schools are faced 

with shortage of facilities and the same percentage of respondents 

identified the school administration as the body mainly responsible for 

tackling problems related to shortage of facilities . 

- The findings of the study also revealed that the schools are engaged in 

various income-generating activities such as crop-production , sale of 

grass, conducting evening class, horticulture and co-curricular activities to 

create their own internal revenue. The money obtained for these activities 

is used for operational activities, fulfilling shortage of facilities, school 

maintenance and library service. 

- As far as the findings pertinent to the issue of students' registration fee are 

concerned, the majority of the respondents (60.1 %) indicated that students 

do not pay registration fee in their schools. 58.8% of them attributed this 

to the Education and Training Policy that prohibits the collection of 

registration fees from students. ZED and REB interviewees in the regional 

states of Amhara , Benshangul-Gumuz and Addis Abeba also expressed 

the same opinion. 

On the other hand, the response obtained from 39.9% of the 

respondents and, ZED and REB interviewees in the Tigrai regional state 

confirmed that students pay registration fee upon the decision of the School 

Committee and with the prior consent of parents. The latter attested that the 
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payment is made by the community of its own free will and hence does not 

contradict with the Education and Training Policy. 

- As revealed by nearly all respondents (98.7%), the government schools 

encompassed in this study obtain financial and material support from 

NGOs to varied degree. But only 41.8% of the respondents indicated that 

their schools have had any such support from former student 

- More than 3/4 of the respondents confirmed that their schools receive 

financial , material and labor support from local communities. However, 

60.8% of them indicated that the support rendered is merely occas ional. 

- The findings related to the issues of status and activities of Government 

School Committee and Woreda Education and Training Board members 

revealed that: 

the majority of them claim to have considerable knowledge about 

their duties and responsibilities 

about 80% of them received no training relevant to their duties as 

committee members and most of the few who got training claimed 

that it was insufficient. 

more than half of the Woreda Education and Training Board 

members admitted that they made no effort to mobilize the 

community to render financial support to the schools in their 

respective woredas. 

4.1.2 Summary of Findings Pertinent to Public Primary Schools 

- The main source of finance for the public primary schools involved in this 

study is a monthly tuition fee collected from students, as confirmed by 

78.6% of the respondents. Money used for operational and construction 

activities of the schools is obtained from this major source. 
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- As affirmed by all the respondents and inteNiewees of Addis Abeba, the 

public schools obtain no operational budget from the government and 

government support is limited to assigning government employed teachers 

and directors. 

- More than 3/4 of the respondents (78.6%) indicated the occurence of 

student withdrawals due to failure to pay tuition fee in their respective 

schools, and more than half of them (57.1 %) revealed that the schools 

make no effort to tackle the problem. 

- As far as the findings pertinent to text books and other school facilities are 

concerned, 57.1 % of the respondents indicated that their schools obtain 

text books free of any charge while 42.9% of them revealed that their 

schools pay seNice charges to the provider. 85.7% of the respondents 

also confirmed that the schools provide the books to students by charging 

the latter seNice fees. 

- Nearly 3/4 of the respondents testified that educational facilities such as 

laboratories and libraries in their schools are poorly furnished. 

The findings of the study also revealed that most of the Public School 

Committee members have considerable knowledge about their duties and 

responsibilities. However, none of them received any relevant training to 

execute their duties and responsibilities . 

4.2 Conclusion 

The primary schools (both government and public) need financial resources 

to facilitate and run the teaching learning process. They expect a lion's share of 

their budget from the Government. However, the financial support they obtain from 

the Government was found to be insufficient to fulfill their duties and responsibilities. 
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Particularly, the allotted budget in cash is inadequate as compared to that 

needed for the provision of materials. As a result, the schools are almost unable to 

run their day-to-day activities with the educational budget rendered by the 

Government. 

Recognizing that educational programms will not be successful with the 

support rendered by the Government alone, the ETP states "due attention will be 

given to popular participation" in school affairs. Accordingly, even though there is 

some community contribution to the primary schools , it is apparently seen to be 

unsatisfactory. This happens mainly due to the inefficiency of the school 

management /board/committee members in mobilizing the community to consider the 

schools as their own property and hence render financial , material and/or labor 

support. Besides this, the 10th National Education conference held in 

Asosa/Benshangul-Gumuz from 23-27 October 2000, passed a resolution that 

strategies should be set to reinforce the present community participation in school 

management and administration 

These committee members have been found to have insufficient knowledge of 

their duties and responsibilities. Moreover, little relevant training has been provided 

to them to promote their understanding about their duties. As a result, they have 

become incapable of and unskillful in creating the necessary conditions for the 

community to participate in school affairs. 

Prior to the issuance of the new ETP, schools used to get financial support 

from the community as a registration fee for their children. Since 1988 E.C. , 

however, all government primary schools, except those in Tigrai Region, have 

stopped doing so. This is mainly because the statement in the ETP regarding this 

issue has been misinterpreted by officials at different levels as "free education" from 

grades 1-10. As a result, it has become an obstacle to the community to render 

financial support (in the form of a registration fee) on a voluntary, self-help basis. 

This is in line with MOE's evaluation report which pin pOinted that the contribution of 
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the community has been hampered in some areas because of misinterpretation of 

the policy statement (1992 E.C.:38). 

This misinterpretation, in some areas, however, seems to contradict itself. 

For example, the interview held with officials in Addis Abeba Education Bureau 

revealed that out of 314 primary schools 118 of them are public schools and make 

their students pay tuition fee. Moreover, a considerable portion of the remaining, 99 

schools are non-government, (such as Mission, Church, Private schools) and collect 

tuition fee from students. This indicates that more than 68% of the primary schools 

in Addis Abeba City Administration make their students pay tuition fee . 

On the other hand, in the educational support activities rendered by certain 

NGOs and donor organizations, the community has been contributing more than 

10% of the expenditure as a matching fund either in cash, in labor, or in provision of 

material . 

It has been found in the study that the lion's share of the schools' budget is 

covered by their internal revenue, which they obtain through some income

generating activities, such as income from co-curriculum activities, sales of grass, 

crop, horticulture produce, tuition fees, evening classes and other in school 

activities. Since the budget allotted by the Government is very insufficient, schools 

use this internal revenue for operational activities, to fulfill shortage of facilities and 

school maintenance. Prior to 1992 E.C., however, the schools , except those in 

Tigrai Region, used to face a great challenge to use this income due to the finance 

regulation stated by the Ministry of Finance. This obliged them first of all to deposit 

their internal revenue in their respective Woreda Finance Office and then get 

permission to withdraw and use it. 

During those years, it has been found that due to this problem the schools 

were discouraged from generating their own income. Since 1992 E.C, however, this 

issue has become less of a problem for the schools. It seems that due to the 
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successive discussions at the National Educational Conferences, held once a year, 

and the experience of other Regional states like Tigrai and SNNPR, the schools are 

now generating and using their own income regardless of the mentioned finance 

regulation . 

Different NGOs such as TDAIBESO, besides being major contributors of 

material and financial support, are producing high levels of community involvement 

and income generation for strategic objectives. So, they are significant players not 

only as donors, but also as providers of projects that reveal innovative possibilities 

for policy developments in community participation and financing. 

4.3 Recommendations 

It has been acknowledged that educational programms will not be 

successful with the financial support rendered by the government alone. It 

requires the active participation of different stakeholders. The community, 

as the main stakeholder, has been supporting the schools, though 

insufficiently. In order to enhance this contribution , community 

mobilization structures should be established at different levels, indicating 

the roles and responsibilities of each actor so as to ensure systematic and 

effective community participation. The primary target should be to make 

the community believe that the schools are their own property and then 

they will render financial , material and/or labor support on a voluntary 

basis. To be more specific : 

- A School Based Management in which the local community directly 

participates in the management and administration of school should 

be promoted. 

- A strategy that will enable the local community to make a specified 

amount of financial support (which will be calculated on the basis of 

the income of the community, the development status of the 

locality, etc.) to schools in its vicinity in an organized manner and 
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voluntarily share a Certain percentage of the budget allotted by the 

government for the construction and operation of schools should be 

prepared and put to effect. 

- A system in which both government and public schools will be 

managed in a similar way should be established. 

Provision of technical support and orientation should be a major activity for 

empowering communities to take full responsibilities . Training of 

community members, parents, school functionaries and local government 

officials can increase participation. Training materials which help parents 

to improve the quality of education in schools should be developed. 

School committees ought to be oriented on required standards, financial 

procedures and expectations, to facilitate monitoring and evaluation 

activities. 

• One of the reasons for making little or no effort to involve communities in 

supporting education is the misinterpretation by some officials at different 

levels of the policy statement as "free education" from grades 1-10. 

Declaratory or clarificatory statements should soon be prepared and 

released by the Ministry and Regional Bureaux to resolve the matter. 

In the effort to generate funds to construct schools or cover their running 

expenses, adequate precaution should be taken not to turn away the 

children of poor parents. As the school committees know parents who 

can or cannot contribute, they can devise various approaches to relieving 

the children from poorer families from making contributions. The 

government should ensure that community support is supplemented by 

government funding or other donor agencies in order to ensure that 

children of the poor are educated. 

• The Ministry of Education and Regional Education Bureaux, together with 

the Finance Bureaux at their levels, should revise the finance regulation 

that obliges schools to deposit their internal revenue with their respective 

Woreda Finance Office and get permission to withdraw and use it. 
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ANNEXES 



Frequency Percent
Horticulture 16 10.5
Crop-production 47 30.7
Sale of grass 40 26.1
Co-curricular activities 15 9.8
Evening classes 23 15.0
No response 12 7.8

Total 153 100

Annex G-1
School obtains its internal revenue from

Annex G-2
How often does the local community render support to the school

Frequency Percent
Always 17 11.1
Most of the time 8 5.2
Sometimes 93 60.8
Never 33 21.6
No response 2 1.3
Total 153 100

Annex G-3
The types of support offered by the community includes

Frequency Percent
Financial support 40 25.9
Labor support 76 49.6
Material support 37 24.5
Total 153 100.0

Annex G-4
The degree to which member of the committee are knowledgeable

about their duties and responsibility
Frequency Percent

High 51 33.3
Medium 76 49.7
Low 23 15.0
Nil 2 1.3
Nor response 1 .7
Total 153 100
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Annex G-5
Did members of the committee ever receive any training relevant

to execute their duties and responsibilities
Frequency Percent

Yes 27 17.6
No 126 82.4
Total 153 100

Annex G-6
Allotment of budget by government for maintenance

Frequency Percent
Yes 16 10.5
No 137 89.5
Total 153 100

Annex G-7
Has the school made any maintenance since 1987

Frequency Percent
Yes 60 39.2
No 86 56.2
No Response 7 4.6
Total 153 100

Annex P-1
If the school is upgraded after its transfer to public

ownership what were accomplished?
frequency Percent

Additional Class rooms 6 42.9
were constructed
Additional Office rooms 1 7.1
were constructed
Pedagogical centers were 1 7.1
constructed
Library centers were 3 21.4
constructed
No response 3 21.4

Total 14 100
Annex P-2

Who decides on monthly tuition fees of students?
Frequency Percent

School administration 1 7.1
School administrative 12 85.7
committee
Woreda education office 1 7.1
Total 14 100
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Frequency Percent
Directors 5 35.7
Teachers Association 5 35.7
Representative
Parents Committee 4 28.6
Representative
Total 14 100

Annex P-3
Characteristics of Respondents

Annex W-1
How often does the government allocate

maintenance budget?
Frequency Percent

Always 1 4.0
Sometimes 11 44.0
Never 12 48.0
No response 1 4.0
Total 25 100

Annex W-2
If schools deposit their internal revenue in the Finance office,

how often do they face problems in using the money?
Frequency Percent

Always 2 8.0
Most of the time 4 16.0
Sometimes 2 8.0
Never 5 20.0
No response 12 48.0
Total 25 100

Annex W-3
How much do the member of the board know their duties

and responsibilities?
Frequency Percent

Very well 8 32.0
Average 11 44.0
Low 3 12.0
Nothing 2 8.0
No response 1 4.0
Total 25 100
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Annex W-4
Mobilizing the community for financial contribution

Frequency Percent
Always 1 4.0
Sometimes 11 44.0
Never 13 52.0
Total 25 100

Annex W-5
. Did the board members get any training that could

enable them to fulfill their duties and responsibilities?
Frequency Percent

Yes 4 16
No 20 80.0
No response 1 4.0
Total 25 100

Frequency Percent
Head of the Woreda Education 4 16.0
Office
Woreda Admin. Council 1 4.0
incharqe of social affairs
Woreda Teachers Association 4 16.0
Representative
Do not mention their occupation 16 64.0

Total 25 100

Annex W - 6
Occupation of respondents

Frequency Percent
Teachers 38 24.8
Students 35 22.9
Parents 37 24.2
School Principal 41 26.8
Do not mention their occupation 2 1.3

Total 153 100

Annex R-1
Occupation of respondents
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S.N Source 1987 E.C 1991 E.C
1 From registration of students (Rg. 1,643,037 3,049,874.82

fee)
2 From internal revenue(income 417,578 1,436,324.50

generating activities)
3 From community (in cash labor 596,973 1,630,379.06

and materials)
Total 2,657,588 6,116,578.38

Annex R-2
Community Contribution to Schools (Tigray)

Source:- Tigray Education Bureaux

M % F % Total
Government 138 90.2 15 9.8 153
Public 13 92.9 1 7.1 14
Woreda 23 92 2 8 25
Total 174 90.6 18 9.4 192

Annex WGP-1
Sex Composition of the Respondents

Qualification Government Public Woreda Total
12+3 2 - - 2
12+2 59 4 1 64
12+1 54 3 9 66
12 7 6 14 27
8 - 12 15 - - 15
<8 8 1 1 10
not mentioned 8 - - 8

Total 153 14 25 192

Annex WGP-2
Educational Level of the Respondents
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No Region Name of School Fund Generated Source of Fund
in Birr

1 Amhara Degan Primary 787.00 Sale of empty container, unused food and left over
School con.material

2 " Workeafar " " 2,000.00 " " "
3 " Girana " " 1,677.40 " " "
4 " Degollo " " 4,650.00 " " "
5 " Felakit " " 4,538.90 " " "
6 " Bistima " " 1,320.30 " " "
7 " Abuarre " " 5,523.00 " " "
8 " Akestu " " 68.00 Sale of vegetables from the school garden
9 " Fitto " " 6,072.00 Sale of empty containers, unused food, left over

construction materials
10 " Genate Mariam " 4,110.00 " " "

Total 30,746.60 Above schools are selected from S. & N.Woliot Zones
only

Annex R - 3
Income Generating Activities in Schools covered by the pilot programme

of School Feeding Project (1996 - 97)
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No Region Name of School Fund Generated Source of Fund
in Birr

1 Tigray Chilla 300,00 Sale of empty containers
2 " E/Tsehana 816.45 " "
3 " Harila 1,946.60 " "
4 " Adi Nebrid 8,859.90 Sale of empty containers left over construction materials
5 " Geru Sernai 52.00 Sale of empty containers
6 " Shilla Mereb 6,000.00 Sale of empty containers, left over construction materials
7 " Adigondom 8,135.00 " " " "
8 " AbiAdi 2,633 " " " "
9 " Zorat 3,797.25 " " " "

Total 32,540.20

Annex R - 4
Income Generating Activities in Schools covered by the pilot programme

of School Feeding Project (1996 - 97)

Source :- MoE
Period - 1996 - 97 academic year only
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Frequency Percent
Budget alloted by the 11 65.8
qovernment
Student registration fee - -
Constribution by the 3 18.8
community
NGOs 1 6.2
No response 1 6.2

Total 16 100

Annex AG-1
Source of Government School Finance

Frequency Percent
Always - -
Mostly - -
Sametimes 2 12.5
Not at all 13 81.3
No response 1 6.2
Total 16 100

Annex AG - 2
Do students pay registration fee?

Annex AG - 3
Committee Members knowledge about their

duties & responsibilities
Frequency Percent

High 3 18.8
Medium 5 31.2
Low 8 50
Total 16 100

Annex AG-4
Training provided to School Boardl

Committee members
Frequency Percent

Yes 3 18.75
No 13 81.25
Total 16 100
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SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE SUB-PROJECTS IN EASTERN AMHARA ZONES (as of june 30 1999) 
~;~::. , ~. 

Wereda Kebe/e 
,.',' o!c 

,~ 
Communi BENEFICIARIES sin Year ~ub project Name J~0~:~'cat. 

1989 Oessie Communa l Latr in e latrine South wallo Oesslc Dessie i / 9400 1 56000 23400 150 0 

2 1989 Serkella ,"iP HP South Wallo Saint 5erkello 130000 117000 13000 1 2 8 5 
.) 1989 Arugie f-IP HP South Wollo Tenta f'rugie 103907 93 5 16 10391 580 [; 
4 1989 Wog el/a flP HP South Wollo Kutaber lVogella 125000 1 12 50 0 12500 21 3 t 
S 1989 Chiro Cherkos f iP HP South Wallo Sina Chiro Cherkas J:! 4998 11298 2 12016 276 /: 
6 1989 Yirm et HP HP South Wollo Mekdella Yirmet 125360 112824 1253 6 44 74 

I 7 1989 Warka Mariam HP HP South Wollo Mekdella warka Mariam 130181 117163 13018 4910 
S 1989 Fentallie HP HP South Wollo Werebabo Fentallie 1·'/7000 1323 00 14700 3724 

I 9 1989 Emye S e lle PV5 PVS South Wollo Kallu Emye Serte 483000 43 4 700 48300 160 
10 1989 Ababara Pvs ,, /7 , ,..! ! PVS South Wollo Legambo Ababora ~1 / 6500 4 2 8 850 47650 160 
1l 1989 Mekka / Yegoda/Pvs Pvs South Wollo Saint f\1ekka 482900 4 3 4 6 10 48290 160 

, I 12 1989 Oelba Giorgis Up -grading Up-grading South Wollo Ambassel Delba Giorgis 717300 6455 70 7173 0 2 00 
13 1989 Nenber e Tsehay Exp Expansion South Wallo Oessie Oessie 242200 217980 24220 320 

~ 1~~~~~r-----------~~-----r~--------1-----------r--------r-------------+----~-+-----------+------+-----------~I 

~ ~<_1~~19~9~0~~O-in-'gL'/-J-M-/~d-ir-H-e~a-i~th--P-o-st---+H __ P ________ -+_S_o_u_th __ W_o_I_lo __ +K_u_t_a_b_e_r __ ~T-~-a-n-e-n_a __ M_m __ . __ ~-1-5-5-0-0-0~-----1-3-9-5-0-0-+--1-5-5-0-0~--------2-8-0~31 
~ 15 1990 Kurkur Hf'a lth Post HP South Wollo Tenta kurkur 1(,0000 144000 16000 3023 

I I G L990 "Cherech Li Sch Up -gradin o Up-grading South Wollo Oessie Cherecha 6.50000 5 8 500 0 65000 1554 
11"7 1990 Kilkilo PVS PVS rl . •• , "' South Wollo Kallu Kilkillo 486000 4374 00 48600 '100 

18 1990 Kombolcha No - l Exp ans/or !i;7-'~ . ~·eAl!.l ~I South Wollo Kombolcha Kombolcha -03 615000 55 4000 61000 2647 
1'.J 1990 Abeye Garba Vet . Clinic ve South Wallo wegedi 0 17 / 0000 63000 7000 5 0 l3 

: ~-~~~--+---~----------------r-~--------r-----------r-~-----+--------------+--,/ 20 1990 Ajbarlnput store IS South Wallo Saint I1. jibar 8 9100 8 1000 8100 191548 

L -=;:-=1-+....:1-=9....:.9....:.0-+F,_e~r...::.s_'B~a=_I-=·a __ Ve~t~. ~C_lif_1.....:.;c _ ____ I-'V_'C=--________ +-'S_o_u_'t_h_w __ o ,_'I o __ -+S_a_i n_t ____ -+-i_-e_r_e_s_B_a_r_a _____ +-_<.5000 67500 7500 ,10 77 I 
I ,'; 1990 Hara web ela sch. Fum Furniture South wollo O/zuria tiara Web ela ; -0000 G5000 5000 756 

.. ?] 1990 Wuchalc 5ch . Fum Furniture South wallo Ambasse! E3 ulbulo ___ -~ --- '. /0000 , 65000 500U L U 3 

1990 Aselel Sch . Fur ntture Furniture So uth wollo Wer ebabo v'/ucha~·'fyi/f).;\· i 130QOO ./ - 11 7000 13000 341 

31l 

If-:"
C
:"':') ,C,--+_1:...:.9....:9:...:.1--+_C_h_e_rk_c""_,> c_'h_e_r _k_f-I_._P_. _____ -+-H_P __________ +S_o_L_lt_h __ W_o_"_o __ +-'a _____ +c_-._h:-;er;6,r.'-<'<B,..-C...;,i?r-~_Fk_" ____ ~: _:'1-5-()-:->t¢-61"Co~_.--_1 3 5 000 15000 5 (1 00 I 

<' i . 1991 Ph asp 2 Latrine South Woifo Oessie Diflire,(Tt Kebcles 2 0FJ]JOQ, 1 [JOOOO 20000 (, ()O I 
~-/.-+--=1~9~9-1-+-K-O-k-O-9-'-' (-, -f f-. P-.------ - - --I-H-P----------+-'S-o-u-t-h-W--O-f I-o--I-K-a-If-u---=r~: d~e::: . . ' 1 50&PO 13500a 15000 5600 I 

2 S 199 1 RobJt f fP HP So uth Wolfo Ambassef I r~ //pit-:- - ' l ~I ,Wj()O 133200 14800 1686 8 
2Ll 1991 Boru Sch Up -grading Up-grading South Wollo e [l ~(tI·:;. S2·%i30 745767 82863 ) 00 

1991 k erso lie PVS - I-e-'-v-S-"'------=----+-s-o-u-t-h--W-o-; f-o--+-'L-e-g-a-m- b-()-+}<-: ~-h"::' ~s-:o-:-Ji:J=--------+-'1:' 5§)qq 38 2500 425 00 _100 I 
-.. -1'.-, ~1-9-9-1--+-K-o-re-b--S-c-h-.u-P---9-,--a-cf,-;n-----+.~~ip~~-g-r-a-d-in-9---+_-~-ou-t-h--W-n-f.-,o--+M~ek~d-e-1-/a--~K-o~Ae~' O~.~s/ -. ------~-:~-:1 7-:0~)~~rl----- 693UOO 77000 l aO i 

1~:-';. ,=-) ~1~9~9~1~7M~e~d~/ n~2~,~/~l V~e~d~a~~~)P~l~/S~- -----F.P~V~S~~~~-+S~c~'L~Jt~h--w-O .. i/~o--hK~a~/~/u~~-+'~~I~e~d~/~~' ~I/r, r-. ~---+-·-:,1~, 2u~o.pov&bIOrl------3'7~- 8~0~0~0nt- '~4~2~0~0~0+-------~2-:0-'O~ 

C-- I ITotal ,_========~I~==========~I ==========~1~=======~======'=·==·=·=-= .. -=,-=±·=~~~1=~,=9~,4=7=6~====8=,=2=16=,=8=62~=9=1=2~,6=1=4~======2=6=9=2=4~6 



Annex R-6

ESRDF BENISHANGUL GUMUZ REGIONAL OFFICE
ianclal STATUS OF SUBPROJECTS AS OF January 8,2001

~allle of Project by Expenditure todate
I Category ESRDF Community Total

T. fJN..cATl.QN
A. PVS

1 Bum l'VS 376192.88 38912.00 <l1.5104.S~

:2 Kuncho I)V~ 423567.61 2532500 448892.61

~ Kotn PYS 440736.40 47308.30 488044.70
'-.
il M~!a& J"lapun l'VS 426975.11 293'), II 456328.22~
5 Jiuda SllaSS\C PVS 420396.80 21068.87 441465.67

6 Belo dedcsa pvs 389807.16 25620.00 ,t 15427. i()

7 Azaloscntcr PVS 426989.03 1293lU2
~•.

439927.35

8 T:;ebc Adarinunu PVS 408471.09 30686.97 439158.06

i) Abujendu PVS 439132.33 22648.00 461780.33

ro IAZl.~.1'V S 501090.18 427 n.ov 54380327

II V-47PVS 464032.42 13179.00 47721142

12 Tsotsora PVS 544417.42 30012.00 574429.42

l3 Dimtu PVS 381426.57 15219.61 396646.18

\4 Edida J'VS 387399.62 18424.55 405824.17

15 Dcnbon pVS 414864.19 22155.42 437019.61

16 DI131Kokd PVS 406882.74 24000.00 430882.1-1-,~V-13IPVS 391774.01 24530.00 416304.01.1

18 Godere PVS 30653.57 7475.00 38128.57

19 Sherkolc PVS 308864.65 13331.94 32219Ci.Sc)

20 Shcza dernazin PVS 261056.00 9940.84 27099684

21 Mallo PVS 270074.66 11941.84 282016.50

-''' Salima rvs 226840.63 8510.00 235350('3:.':"

21 Wonba PVS 205156.54 13132.75 218289.29
'1.1 Kusluneugal PVS 205360.12 15'~72.71 22083.:..8.1~.,

25 Giro I'V:-; 22847527 '1859.96 233335.23.

26 EnWIlJlJC PVS 270355.42 10711.94 281067.36

27 V- 49 Pv S 233529.52 11147.72 244677.24

28 Assosn JSS 684040.[2 12690.00 696730.12

n. He<llt~- ,) .,,- .,c",.,c:"'",*'·~24'f::OO ="'-~fW8'1;'6'j:g'~,
I Kuncho lW 11515138

2 Daleti HP 1521893 24352.50 176541.80

f Subtotal 10435902.74 6! 2376.44 I i048279.18

-j20-
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Annex RZWS-l

Name of the Regions Zones, Woredas and Schools treated in the study
S.N Region Zone Woreda School Grade

level
I. Tigray l.E.Zone Ganta Afeshum 1.1 Agazi (1-8)

1.2 Sasun (1-8)
1.3 Meida Agame (1-8)
1.4 Bea'ti Kenda'ro (1-6)
1.5 Cheanadug (1-4)

2. Makalle 2.1 Atseyohannes (1-6)
2.2 Maiweyni (1-8)
2.3 Ellala (1-8)
2.4 Gereb Tsedo (1-8)

ll. Amhara 1. N.Wollo 1. Woldia Ketema 1.1 Itegie Taitu Bitul(I-8)
1.2 Woldia Primary (1-8)

2. Gubalafto 2.1 Dero Giber (1-6)
2.2 Jeneto Ber (1-6)
2.3 Adenguir (1-6)
2.4 Weyeniye (1-6)

3. Rabm 3.1 Melka Chafie (1-6)
3.2 Mersa (1-8)
3.3 Kokona (1-4)
3.4 Abiyeot Firie (1-4)

2. S.Wollo 1. Dessie Ketema 1.1 Niguse Michael (1-8)
1.2 Tigil Frie (1-6)
1.3 Itege Menen (1-6)

2. Dessie Zuria 2.1 Tita (1-8)
2.2 Rara Wobelo (1-6)
2.3 Gerado (1-6)
2.4 Kurkur (1-6)
2.5 Derek weira (1-6)
2.6 Galiesa (1-4)

3. S.Wollo Tehulederie 3.1 Sulula
3.2 Keti
3.3 Wehielo
3.4 Raik

(1-8)
(1-4)
(1-6)
(1-6)
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S.N Region Zone 

IV Benshangul Assosa 
Gumuz 

v. Addis Abeba Zone 4 

Public 

Woreda School 

Assosa 4.1 Hoha Kubra 
4.2 Assosa 

11 

15 

4.3 Selam Ber 
4.4 B enshangul 

Del Betegil 
Kuskuam 
Entoto 

Tsehay Chora 
Misrak Goh 

(1-8) 
(1-8) 
(1-4) 
(1-4) 

(1-8) 
(1-8) 
(1-8) 
(1-8) 
(1-8) 

11 Jerusalem ( 1-6) 
A Atse Neakuto Leab (1-8) 
A Libie Fana 
B Yekatit 66 (1-8) 
C Atse Tewdros (1-8) 
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Addis Ababa University 
School of Post-graduate Studies. Faculty of Education 
Department of Educational Planning and Management 

Questionnaire to be filled by Members of the Government School 
Committee/Board 

Objective of the Questionnaire 

The questionnaire is designed to gather data on the prevailing practices of the 
region in respect to financing education, education budget allotment and utilization 
as well as the impact of these practices on the teaching-learning process. The data 
will be used in a study that aims at identifying major problems and proposing some 
feasible solutions accordingly. 

Who should fill the questionnaire? 

The questionnaire is to be filled by the following members of the School 
Committee/Board 

* The school principal (director) 
* The representative of teachers in the committee/board 
* The representative of students in the committee/board 
* The representative of parents in the committee/board 

How to fill the questionnaire 

* It is unnecessary to write your name on the questionnaire 
* The questionnaire incorporates two types of questions. 

1. Close-ended(Multiple-choice) questions 

These are questions in which two or more options (possible answers) are 
provided. 
So, for each of these questions choose what you think is the correct 
(best) answer among the options given, and then , indicate your response 
b¥-Ptutting an "x" mark in the box provided near the option of your choice 
( l2J ). 
Many of the multiple-choice questions have only one correct answer. 
Some, however, can have more than one correct answers. Thus, you are 
entitled to choose more than one options as correct answers to such 
questions. 
Moreover, at the end of the options given to some questions you find the 
term "Other (specify)". So, if your response(s) is (are) entirely or partially 
different from the options provided, please write your answer(s) in the 
space provided after the term "other (specify)". 
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2. Open-ended questions 

These are question that should be responded to by writing the correct 
answers, 
So, read each of these questions carefully and then write what you 
believe is the correct answer in the blank space provided at the end of the 
question. 
If you find the space provided insufficient to write your answers, you can 
use the back pages of the questionnaire. But, do not forget to write the 
question number. 

• Some of the questions incorporated in this questionnaire are to be answered 
only by the school principal. This is clearly stated at the end of the questions. 
So, you can skip these questions if you are not the school principal. If you are 
the school principal, however, you should respond to these and the other 
questions (all questions). 

I sincerely hope that you will provide accurate answers to the questions included 
in the questionnaire in accordance with the guidelines given above. 

Thank you for your cooperation , 
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1. General Information 
1.1 Sex a) MaleO 

1.2 Age ------------------

1 .3 Reg ion -----------------------
Zone -------------------------
Woreda --------------------
Kebele ----------------------

1.4 Marital status 
a) Married 0 
b) Unmarried 0 
c) Divorcee 0 

1.5 Occupation 

b) FemaleO 

a) Government employee (teacher, police, soldier, health worker, 
agricultural worker, etc.) 0 

b) Merchant 0 
c) Farmero 
d) Student o 
e) Other (specify) --------------

1 .6 Qual ification --------------------------------------------
1.7 Name of the school in which you are School Committee(board) 
member ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.8 Level of the school 
a) 1 - 40 
b) 5 - 80 
c) 1 - 60 
d) 1 - 8 0 
e) Other (specify) ------------------------------------------------------

1.9 Which segment of society do you represent in the School Committee 
(Board)? 
a) Teacherso 
b) Students 0 
c) Parents 0 
d) The school principalO 

1.10 What is your share of responsib ility (duty) in the School Committee 
(Board)? 

1.11 The school's student population by sex (to be filled by the school 
principal only) 
Male ---------------
Female ------------
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1.12 Number of teachers in the school by sex (to be filled by the school 
principal only) 
Male ---------------
Female -------------

2. School Finance 
2.1 What are the sources of finance for the school? 

a) Budget allotted by the government D 
b) Student fees D 
c) Contribution made by the local communit}L::J 
d) donations given by non-governmental organizations D 
f) Other(specify) ________________ _ 

2.2 Questions related to budget allotted by the government 
2.2.1 How regularly is annual operational budget allotted to the school by the 

government? 
a) AlwaysD 
b) Most of the time D 
c) Sometimes D 
d) NeveP 

2.2.2 The school receives operational budget allotted to it by the 
government: 
a) In cash D 
b) In kind (stationers and other materials) D 
c) Both in cash and in kind D 
d) Receives noneD 

2.2.3 If the school gets its share of budget in cash, the amount is 
a) sufficient D 
b) SmaiiD 
c) Very small D 
d) Nil D 

2.2.4 What was the amount of budget allotted to the school by the 
government in cash for the 1992 (E. C) 11999-20001 academic year? (to 
be filled by the school principal only) Birr ________ _ 

2.2.5 If the annual budget allotted to the school is in cash, how is the money 
received by the school 
a) in a lumpsome (for the whole year) D 
b) in piece-meal at fixed intervals D 
c) as need be D 
d) other (specify) _______________ _ 

2.2.6 If your response to question number "2.2.5" is "b", what is the time 
interval of receiving the money? 
a) monthly D 
b) quarterly (every 3 months) D 
c) bi-annually (every 6 monthsb 
d) Other (specify) ____________ _ 
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2.2.7 If the school receives its operational budget in kind , is it sufficient? 
a) alwaysD 
b) most of the time D 
c) sometimes D 
d) neverD 

2.2.8 How often does the school need to make requests in order to get 
materials allotted to it? 
a) always D 
b) most of the time D 
c) sometimes D 
d) never D 

2.2.9 The quality of materials sent to the schools is: 
a) always good D 
b) mostly goodD 
d) sometimes good D 
d) has never been good D 

2.2.10 How often does the school get stationaries and other materials timely? 
a) always D 
b) most of the time D 
c) sometimesD 
d) neverD 

3. Questions related to budget for school maintenance 
3.1 Does the government allot budget for the maintenance of the school? 

a) Yes D b) no D 

3.2 If your response to question "3.1" is yes, the budget for maintenance is 
allotted 
a) every yearD 
b) every 2 yearsD 
c) every 3 yearsD 
d) as need be D 
e) Other (specify) 

3.3 The amount of budget allotted for maintenance is: 
a) always sufficient D 
b) mostly sufficientD 
c) sometimes sufficienO 
d) has never been sufficient D 

3.4 Fill in below the amount of budget allotted to the school's maintenance 
for the last 3 years (To be filled by the school principal only) 
1991(E.C) Birr ________ _ 
1992(E.C) Birr ________ _ 
1993(E.C) Birr ________ _ 

3.5 What are the sources of finance for the school to do maintenance 
work, if it receives no budget from the government for the purpose? 
a) fees collected from studentsD 
b) contribution made by the local communitY D 
c) internal revenue of the school D 
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d) donation obtained from non-governmental organizations 0 
e) Other (specify) 

3.6 Has the school undergone any maintenance work since 1987 (E. C)? 
a) yes 0 b) no 0 

3.7 How old is the school? (To be answered by the school principal only) -
------years. 

4. Questions related to school facilities 

4.1 Has the school encountered with shortage of facilities? 
a) Yes 0 b) no 0 

4.2 When the school is faced with shortage of facilities, how does it solve 
it? 
a) through the school administration 0 
b) through the School Committee (Board) 0 
c) through the Woreda Education Office 0 
d) by consulting the local community 0 
e) Other (specify) _____________ _ 

4.3 Where did the school obtain educational materials such as science 
kitts, and reference books in its effort to strengthen its facilities? 
a) Form non-governmental organizations 0 
b) From the school's ex-students associatiorCJ 
c) From donor agencies 0 
d) From no body 0 
e) Other (specify) _____________ _ 

5. Questions related to the school's internal revenue 
5.1 The school obtains its internal revenue from 

a) horticultureD 
b) crop-production 0 
c) sale of grass 0 
d) Co-curricular activities (sports, home-economics, drama,etc) 0 
e) evening classesD 
f) Other (specify) -----------------------------------

5.2 Fill in below the amount of the annual internal revenue of the school for 
the last 3 years (To be filled by the school principal only) 
1990(E.C) Birr ------------------
1991 (E.C) Birr ------------------
1992 (E.C) Birr ------------------

5.3 The school uses its internal revenue for financing 
a) operational activities 0 
b) school maintenanceD 
c) library service 0 
d) other school facilities 0 
e) Other (specify) ______________ _ 

5.4 Does the school deposit its internal revenue in the Woreda Finance 
Office? 
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a) yes 0 b) noO 

5.5 If your response to question 5.4 is yes, 
5.5.1 How often does it do so? 

a) always 0 b) sometimesO 
c) do not know 0 

5.5.2 When did the school begin to deposit its internal revenue in the 
Woreda Finance Office? (specify the year) _______ _ 

5.5.3 What percent of its internal revenue does the school deposit in 
the Woreda Finance Office? 
a) 100%0 b) 50%0 c) 25% 0 
d) Other (specify) _____ _ 

5.5.4 What problems has the school encountered as a result of the 
above stated deposit procedure? 
a) it could not buy materials on time 
b) there are bureaucratic obstacles to get permission to 

utilize the deposited money 
c) materials that are essential for the teaching-learning 

process could no be bought and utilized timely 
d) Other (specify) _______ _ 

5.5.5 Do you think that the practice has hindered the school from 
striving to increase its internal revenue? 
a) yes 0 b) no 0 

6. Questions related to school fees 
6 .1 Do students pay registration fee at the beginning of the academic year, 

when the school opens? 
a) Yes, they always doO 
b) Yes, they mostly do 0 
c) Yes, they sometimes doO 
d) No, they don't 0 

6.2 If students pay registration fee, how much is it per student per year? 
a) birr 5 0 b) birr 7 0 c) birr 10 0 
d) birr 12 0 e) Other( specify) birr ------------------------

6.3 Who decides that students pay registration fee? 
a) the school principal 0 
b) the School Committee/Board/ O 
c) the Wereda Education Office 0 
d) Other (specify) ---------------------------------

6.4 If the decision-maker is the School Committee/Board, how often does it 
decide on the utilization of the money collected from registration fee? 
a) always 0 

b) most of the time 0 
c) sometimes 0 
d) neverO 

6.5 How often does the School Committee(Board) make follow-ups to 
ascertain that the money is utilized for the intended purpose? 
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a) alwaysD 
b) most of the timeD 
c) sometimeo 
d) neverD 

6.6 If students do not pay registration fee, this is because: 
a) the Education and Training Policy forbids itD 
b) the School Committee/Boardl forbids it D 
c) the school has sufficient internal revenue D 
d) the government allots sufficient budget to the school D 
e) Other( specify) -----------------------------

7. Questions related to financial and material assistance obtained from 
non-governmental organizations and associations 
7.1 How often does the school get financial and material assistance from 

non-governmental organizations (welfare associations, religious 
organizations, development associations, etc). 
a) always D b) most of the timeD 
c) sometimes D d) neverD 

7.2 If your response to question "7.1" is a, b, or c, 
7.2.1 What is the estimated value of the material support obtained by 

the school? birr _____ _ 
7.2.2 What about the financial support obtained by the school? 

birr -------
7.2.3 Write down the names of the organizations that rendered 

support to the school 

(Question 7.2.1 - 7.2.3 are to be answered by the school principal only) 
7.2.4 How often does the school get financial and/or material support 

from its former students? 
a) alwaysD b) most of the timeD 
c) sometimes D d) neverD 

8. Questions related to community support and participation in school 
administration 
8.1 Does the community provide any form of support to the school? 

a) yes, it does alwaysD 
b) yes , it does most of the timeD 
c) yes , it does sometimes D 
d) neverD 

8.2 If the answer to 8.1 is yes the types of support offered by the 
community includes: 
a) financial support (cash contribution) D 
b) labor support D 
c) material support D 
d) Other (specify) -----------------------------------------
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8.3 What is the total estimated value of the support rendered by the 
community to the school for the last 3 years? birr -----------------------
(To be filled by the school principal only) 

8.4 How often does the local community participate in the 
administration(management) of the school? 
a) alwaysD b) most of the timeD 
c) sometimesD d) neverD 

8.5 If your response to question "8.4" is a, b or c, in which specific areas 
does the community participate? 
a) preparation of the school's plan of action D 
b) decision making D 
c) Controlling D 
d) administration D 
e) Other (specify) _________ _ 

9. Questions related to the School committee/Board 
9.1 Does the School Committee have fixed time of meeting? 

a) yes D b) no D 
9.2 The degree to which members of the committee/board are 

knowledgeable about their duties and responsibilities is: 
a) highD b) medium D 

c) low D d) nili D 
9.3 Did members of the committee/board ever receive any training relevant 

to executing their duties and responsibilities? 
a) yes D b) no D 

9.4 If your response to question "9.3" is yes, the training was 
(a) sufficient D b) insufficientD 

9.5 How often does the School Committee/Board strive to minimize the 
withdrawal rate of students? 
a) alwaysD b) most of time D 
c) sometimesD d) neverD 

9.6 How often does the school committee(board) strive to encourage the 
parents to send their childrn to school? 
a) always Db) most of the time D 
c) sometimes D d) neverD 

9.7 How often does the School Committee strive to seek ways in which the 
school can obtain support from other sources than from the 
community? 
a) alwaysD b) most of the timeD 
c) sometimesD d) neverD 

9.8 How often does the School Committee/Board participate in making 
decisions on the utilization the money it has been able to raise by 
mobilizing the community? 
a) always D b) most of the timeD 
c) sometimes D d) nevero 
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9.9 How often does the School Committee/Board strive to sensitize and 
mobilize the local community to promote the participation of the latter in 
the various activities of the school? 
a) always 0 b) 
c) sometimes 0 d) 
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Addis Ababa University 
School of Post-graduate Studies, Faculty of Education 
Department of Educational Planning and Management 

Questionnaire to be filled by Members of the Public School Committee 

Objective of the Questionnaire 

The questionnaire is designed to gather data on the prevailing practices of the 
region in respect to financing education, education budget allotment and utilization 
as well as the impact of these practices on the teaching-learning process. The data 
will be used in a study that aims at identifying major problems and proposing some 
feasible solutions accordingly. 

Who should fill the questionnaire? 

The questionnaire is to be filled by the following members of the School 
Committee/Board 

* The school principal (director) 
* The representative of teachers in the committee/board 
* The representative of parents in the committee/board 

How to fill the questionnaire 

* It is unnecessary to write your name on the questionnaire 
* The questionnaire incorporates two types of questions. 

1. Close-ended(Multiple-choice) questions 

These are questions in which two or more options (possible answers) are 
provided. 
So, for each of these questions choose what you think is the correct 
(best) answer among the options given, and then, indicate your response 
b~utting an "x" mark in the box provided near the option of your choice 
( ~). 
Many of the multiple-choice questions have only one correct answer. 
Some, however, can have more than one correct answers. Thus, you are 
entitled to choose more than one options as correct answers to such 
questions. 
Moreover, at the end of the options given to some questions you find the 
term "Other (specify)". So, if your response(s) is (are) entirely or partially 
different from the options provided, please write your answer(s) in the 
space provided after the term "other (specify)". 
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2. Open-ended questions 

These are question that should be responded to by writing the correct 
answers, 
So, read each of these questions carefully and then write what you 
believe is the correct answer in the blank space provided at the end of the 
question. 
If you find the space provided insufficient to write your answers, you can 
use the back pages of the questionnaire. But, do not forget to write the 
question number. 

Some of the questions incorporated in this questionnaire are to be answered 
only by the school principal. This is clearly stated at the end of the questions. 
So, you can skip these questions if you are not the school principal. If you are 
the school principal, however, you should respond to these and the other 
questions (all questions). 

I sincerely hope that you will provide accurate answers to the questions included 
in the questionnaire in accordance with the guidelines given above. 

Thank you for your cooperation , 
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1. Background(general) Information 
1.1 Region _____ _ 

Zone _____ _ 
Woreda ____ _ 
Kebele _____ _ 

1.2 Age ____ -=~-
1.3 Sex a) Male 0 b) Female 0 
1.4 Marital Status:-

a) Married 0 
b) Not Married 0 
c) Divorced 0 

1.5 Employment 
a) Government employee (Teacher, Policeman, Soldier, 

Health Officer, etc) 0 
b) Merchant 0 
c) Self-employed 0 
d) Farmer 0 
e) Community employed teachero 
f) Other (specify) _________ _ 

1.6 Qualification ___________ _ 
1.7 Level of the school prior to its transfer to public ownership as per 

proclamation number 54/68. 
a) From grade 1 - 4 0 
b) "" 1 - 6 0 
c) "" 1 - 8 0 
d) Other (specify) ________ _ 

1.8 Level of the school after transfer to public ownership as per 
proclamation 54/68. 
a) From grade 1 - 60 

b) " " 1 - 4 0 
c) " "1 - 8 0 
d) Other (specify) ___________ _ 

1.9 The school operates in 
a) Half-day session 0 
b) Full - day " 0 

1.10 Enrollment of students by sex (To be filled by the school director only) 
Male _____ _ 
Female -----

1.11 Number of teachers by type of employment and sex (To be filled by the 
school director only) 
Type of employment Male Female 
Community recruited 
Government employee 

1.12 The director of the school is :-
a) Employed by the communityO 
b) Employed by the government 0 
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2. Source of School Finance 
2.1 How often does the government allocate "Operatinal budget" to the 

school? 
a) alwaysD b) most of the timeD 
c) sometimes D d) Neverc:::J 

2.2 If your answer to question 2.1 is "always" What is the amount allocated 
during the past four years? 
In 1990 budget allocated was Birr _______ _ 
In 1991" " "" --------
In 1992" " "" ----------
In 1993" " "" ----------
(To be filled by the school director only) 

2.3 If your response to question 2.1 is "Never" What then is the source of 
fund (budget)? 
a) Monthly fees collected from studentsD 
b) Internal revenue of the school D 
c) Community contributions D 
d) Donations made by the non-governmental organization D 
d) Other (specify) ____________ __ 

2.4 If the level of the school has been upgraded since its transfer to public 
ownership in accordance with proclamation number 54/68 , which of the 
following were accomplished? 
a) Additional class-rooms were constructed D 
b) " office rooms " " "D 
c) " Laboratory rooms " c=J 
d) Pedagogical centre was constructed D 
e) Library """ D 
f) All of the above=:l 
g) Other (specify) _____________ __ 

2.5 If your answer to question 2.4 indicates that one or more of the above 
listed infrastructures were constructed , what was the source of fund for 
the construction? 
a) monthly contribution of students D 
b) the school's internal revenueD 
c) material, financial and labor assistance rendered by the D 

community 
d) NGOs D 

2.6 If at all additional class-rooms, laboratories, etc. were constructed, who 
financed the construction? 
a) Social Rehabilitation fundD 
b) the government D 
c) Welfare OrganizationD 
d) IndividualsD 
e) All of the above D 
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2.7 If your answer to question 2.6 is "Social rehabilitation fund , government 
or welfare organization" What was the total expenditure? Birr __ _ 
(To be filled by the school director only) 

2.8 What is the support rendered by the government to the school? 
a) assigning government employed teachersD 
b)" " "Director D 
c) Donation of books free of charge D 
d) All of the above D 
e) Other (specify) __________ _ 

2.9 If government renders assistance by training the school's director and 
teachers, how much does this undertaking cost the government? 
Birr __ _ 
(To be filled by the school director only) 

2.10 How much does the government pay annually as salaries for teachers 
and director of the school? Birr (To be filled by the 
school director) 

2.11 If government has been engaged in constructing and rehabilitating 
school building from 1989 onwards, what is the total amount incurred 
so far? 
Birr (To be filled by the school director) 

2.12 If the school's operational budget is assisted by the community, the 
contribution is made in 
a) Cash D 
b) LaborD 
c) Material D 
d) all of the above D 
e) Other (specify) _______ _ 

3. Regarding Students' tuition fees 
3.1 Who decides on monthly tution fees of students? 

a) School administrationD 
b) " director D 
c) School's administrative committee D 
d) Woreda education office D 
e) Other (specify) ________ _ 

3.2 If your answer to question number 3.1 is that fees are decided by 
school administrative committee, how much is the tuition fee for one 
student for one month? Birr -----
(to be filled by the school director only) 

3.3 Are there students who do not pay tuition fees? 
a) Yes, there are D 
b) No, there are notmD 

3.4 If your answer to question 3.3 is "Yes" how many are they? ___ _ 
(To be filled by the school director only) 

3.5 Students who are exempted from tuition fees are:-
a) Students who have no guardian D 
b) Students who have good academic performanceD 
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c) Students who refuse to pay D 
d) Sick students D 

3.6 Who grants scholarship (free education) to students, if there are any? 
a) School directorD 
b) School administrationD 
c) School administrative Committee D 
d) Woreda education office D 
e) Other (specify) __________ _ 

3.7 How often do students discontinue their education due to being unable 
to meet the tuition fee? 
a) alwaysD 
b) most of the timP 
c) sometimes D 
d) neverD 

3.8 If your answer to question 3.7 is "always" or "most of the time" What 
measures are taken to prevent students from droping out of school? 
a) Provide education free of tuition fee D 
b) Assistance is requested for them D 
c) No attempt is done by the school D 
d) Other (specify) _______ _ 

3.9 Students attending government schools mayor may not be expected to 
pay any tuition fee where as those going to public schools are paying 
tuition fee. From the education and training policy perspective which 
one do you think is correct? Why? Comment the approach or policy 
related to such practices. 

3.10 What other payments do students make besides monthly tuition fees 
a) Registration fees D 
b) Contribution for the construction of additional class-roomsD 
c) A and B D 
d) none of the above D 

3.11 How much money does the school collect from students per year? 
Birr __ _ 
(To be filled by the school director only) 

4. Training and Professional competence of teachers :-
4.1 Are there community employed teachers who are teaching without 

having the proper training? 
a) Yes D b) No D 

4.2 If your answer to question 4.1 is "Yes" how many are these teachers? 
a) Most of the teachers D 
b) Half of the teachers D 
c) Some of the teachersD 
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4.3 How often does the government render assistance in training 
community recruited teachers:-
a) alwaysO 
b) most of the timeD 
e) sometimes 0 
d) neverO 

4.4 The level of competence and interest of teachers is 
a) High 0 
b) Moderate 0 
c) Low O 

4.5 If your answer to question 4.4 is low, what is the reason? 
a) low salary 0 
b) training deficencyD 
c) administrative maltreatment 0 
d) Other (specidfy) _______ _ 

5. Regarding textbooks and educational facilities 
5.1 How does the school obtain books? 

a) By paying service charges 0 
b) "" rental feesO 
c) " purchasing 0 
d) Free of charge 0 
e) Other (specify) _________ _ 

5.2 How does the school provide books to students? 
a) free of charge 0 
b) charges service fees 0 
c) through sales 0 

5.3 Does the school face exceptional shortage of textbooks compared to 
government schools. 
a) Yes 0 b) NoD 
c) Nothing is known about it 0 

5.4 Text books are supplied/given to public schools 
a) In equal number to government schools 0 
b) Only after government schools 0 
c) Only when there are left overs 0 

5.5 Educational facilities of the school such as laboratories, library are: 
a) Adequately furnished 0 
b) Partially furnished 0 
c) Poorly furnished 0 

6. Regarding school management committees 
6.1 Has the school's management committee regular meeting days? 

a) Yes 0 
b) NOD 

6.2 How informed are members of the committee regarding their duties 
and responsibilities? 
a) Highly informed 0 b) AverageD 
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c) Low D d) Know nothing D 

6.3 Is there any training provided to parents committee member to 
promote their understanding regarding their duties and 
responsibilities? 
a) Yes D b) No D 

6.4 If your answer to question 6.3 is "Yes" the training provided was:-
a) Adequate D b) Not adequate D 

6.5 In which of the following does the school management committee 
paarticipate? 
a) Preparing and approving school plans D 
b) Decision making D 
c) Administration D 
d) Control D 
e) All of the above D 
f) Other (specify) _____________ _ 

7. Problems and Recommendations 
7.1 What are the major problems prevailing in public schools 

7.2 What do you think are the measures that should be taken to alleviate 
the above problems? 
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Addis Ababa University 
School of Post-graduate Studies, Faculty of Education 
Department of Educational Planning and Management 

Questionnaire to be filled by Members of the Woreda Education and training 
Board 

Objective of the Questionnaire 

The questionnaire is designed to gather data on the prevailing practices of the 
region in respect to financing education, education budget allotment and utilization 
as well as the impact of these practices on the teaching-learning process. The data 
will be used in a study that aims at identifying major problems and proposing some 
feasible solutions accordingly. 

Who should fill the questionnaire? 

The questionnaire is to be filled by the following members of the School Committee/ 
Board 

* Head of the woreda Education Office 
* Repreesentative of the Woreda Administration Council in charge of 

Social Affairs 
* Representative of the Woreda Teachers Association 

How to fill the questionnaire 

* It is unnecessary to write your name on the questionnaire 
* The questionnaire incorporates two types of questions. 

1. Close-ended(Multiple-choice) questions 

These are questions in which two or more options (possible answers) are 
provided. 
So, for each of these questions choose what you think is the correct 
(best) answer among the options given, and then, indicate your response 
b~utting an "x" mark in the box provided near the option of your choice 
( l2J ). 
Many of the multiple-choice questions have only one correct answer. 
Some, however, can have more than one correct answers. Thus, you are 
entitled to choose more than one options as correct answers to such 
questions. 
Moreover, at the end of the options given to some questions you find the 
term "Other (specify)". So, if your response(s) is (are) entirely or partially 
different from the options provided, please write your answer(s) in the 
space provided after the term "other (specify)". 
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2. Open-ended questions 

These are question that should be responded to by writing the correct 
answers, 
So, read each of these questions carefully and then write what you 
believe is the correct answer in the blank space provided at the end of the 
question. 
If you find the space provided insufficient to write your answers, you can 
use the back pages of the questionnaire. But, do not forget to write the 
question number. 

I sincerely hope that you will provide accurate answers to the questions included 
in the questionnaire in accordance with the guidelines given above. 

Thank you for your cooperation, 
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1. General Information 
1.1 Region ______ _ 

Zone 
Woreda ______ _ 
Kebele ______ _ 

1.2 Age (in years) ____ _ 
1.3 Sex 

a) Male D b) Femal~ 
1.4 Marital status 

a) Married 0 
b) Single 0 
c) Divorcee D 

1.5 Occupation 
a) Government employee/civil servantD 
b) Farmero 
c) Merchant D 
d) Other (specify) _____ _ 

1.6 Qualification 
a) 12+2 Diploma D 
b) 12+1 TTl 0 
c) Grade 12 D 
d) Grade 80 
e) Other (specify) _____ _ 

2. Regarding the Budget allocated by the government 
2.1 The operational budget for primary schools is allocated by 

a) the Regional Education BureauD 
b) Zonal Education Department 0 
c) Woreda Education Office 0 
d) Other (specify) _______ _ 

2.2 The amount of operational budget allocated to all schools is: 
a) Equal 0 
b) Unequal O 
c) Not known 0 

2.3 If your response to question 2.2 is "unequal", the amount of Budget is 
decided on the basis of 
a) the number of pupils and teachersD 

b) grade level of the school D 
c) Other (specify) ______ _ 

2.4 The operational budget is allocated 
a) Every six month 0 
b) Quarterly D 
c) Monthly D 
d) Once in a year 0 
e) Other (specify) _______ _ 

2.5 The operational budget allocated to primary schools since 1989 E. C 
has been 
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a) Always enoughO 
b) Mostly enough 0 
c) Sometimes enougO 
d) Never enough 0 

2.6 If your response to question 2.5 is "sometimes enough" or" never 
enough" how often do you report about it? 
a) Aiwayso 
b) Sometimes 0 
c) Never 0 

2.7 Mention the major problems encountered in the teaching-learning 
process if scarcity of budget is observed 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

2.8 How often does the government allocate annual operational budget to 
schools in cash? 
a) alwayso 
b) sometimes 0 
c) Never 0 

2.9 If your response to question 2.8 is "sometimes" or "never", who 
provides the schools with stationary and other materials? 
a) the local community 0 
b) Charity organization 0 
c) Religious organizations 0 
d) Different associations 0 
e) Other (specify) _______ _ 

2.10 Does the government make an assessment on the needs of the 
schools before allocating operational budget to them? 
a) Yes , it does always 0 
b) Yes, it does sometimeso 
c) No, it doesn't 0 

2.11 If the government allocates the budget in kind (materials) without 
assessing the needs of the schools, are there any problems 
encountered as a result this? 
a) Yes 0 b) NoO 

2.12 If your response to question 2.11 is "Yes", the problem encountered is 
that of 
a) quality 0 
b) kind/type 0 
c) quantity 0 
d) all 0 
e) Other (specify) _____ _ 

3. Regarding internal revenue of schools 
3.1 Schools mostly generate their internal-revenue from 

a) Horticulture 0 
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3.2 

b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
How 

Co-curricular activities (home-economics, drama, etc) 0 
sales of crops 0 
Sales of grass in their compound 0 
Night school fee 0 
Other (specify) ______ _ 

often can schools use their internal revenue without asking 
permission from higher officials? 
a) alwaysD 
b) most of the time 0 
c) sometimes 0 
d) neverD 

3.3 If your response to question 3.2 is "never" where should they get 
permission from? 
a) Woreda Administrative council 0 
b) Woreda Finance OfficeD 
c) Woreda Education Office 0 
d) Other (specify) ______ _ 

3.4 If your response to question 3.2 is "never" the reason is 
a) Because the new finance rule doesn't permit them to do sct=J 
b) Because of the regulation of the Education bureau 0 
c) Not known 0 
d) Other (specify) _______ _ 

3.5 If schools deposit their internal revenue in the Finance Office/Bureau/, 
how often do they face problems in using the money? 
a) alwaysD b) most of the time 0 
c) sometimes 0 d) neverD 

3.6 If your response to question 3.5 is "always" or "most of the time", how 
do you think the problem could be solved? 
a) through discussion between schools and Woreda Finance OfficeD 
b) through discussion between Woreda Education Office and 

Woreda Finance Office 0 
c) through an agreement made between Regional Education 

Bureau and Finance Bureau 0 
d) Other (specify) _______ _ 

3.7 This system (method) 
a) encourages the schools 0 
b) discourages the schools 0 
c) hinders schools from generating income 0 
d) Other (specify) _______ _ 

4. Regarding Maintenance Budget 
4.1 How often does the government allocate annual maintenance budget 

to primary schools? 
a) alwaysD 
b) sometimes 0 
c) never 0 
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4.2 If your response to question 4.1 is "never" or "sometimes", the schools 
get finance for maintenance services from 
a) the local community 0 
b) Their own internal revenue 0 
c) Charity Organization 0 
d) Other (specify) _______ _ 

5. Regarding school fee 
5.1 How often do school committees/boards/ make students pay a certain 

amount of money during registration for subsidizing their running-cost? 
a) alwaysO 
b) most of the time 0 
c) sometimes 0 
d) neverO 

5.2 If your response to question 5.1 is "sometimes" or "never", it is 
because 
a) the Education and Training Policy states that education is free 

from grade 1 to grade 10 0 
b) the Region administration council ordered not to do soD 
c) the Region Education Bureau ordered not to do soD 
d) Of unknown reason 0 
e) Other (specify) ___ _ 

5.3 If your response to question 5.2 is "the Education & Training Policy 
states that education is free from grade 1-10", have you got any 
explanation on the Policy? 
a) Yes 0 b) NoD 

5.4 If your response to question 5.2 is "the Region Administrative 
council/Education bureau ordered not to do so" , 
a) When was it? ________________ _ 
b) Mention if the directive is made by letter or vervally 

6. Regarding Community Participation 
6.1 In which of the following does the local community participate? 

a) in labor work 0 
b) in material provision 0 
c) in contributing money 0 
d) in building additional ciassroomso 
e) in building wing house for teachers 0 
f) in employing guards/watchmen 0 
g) in all 0 
h) none of the aboveD 

6.2 Do you think that it is possible to run educational activities only with the 
budget provided by the government? 
a) Yes 0 b) No 0 
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6.3 If your response is "Yes", please explain how and for what particular
activities?

6.4 If your response is "No", what do you recommend?

7. Regarding "Projects"
7.1 Is there any organization of society/community involved in the

improvement of primary education?
a) Yes D b) No D

7.2 If your response to question 7.1 is "Yes", in which of the following
administrative structures is the committee organized?
a) RegionD c) Woreda D
b) Zone D d) Kebele D

7.3 Put an "X" mark to indicate the extent of participation of the following
. I . ti . th . t f Ed tisocra orqarnza Ions In e Improvemen o primary uca Ion

Level
Organization Very Very Remarks

High High Medium Low low
Church
Mosque
Women Association
Youth Association
"Idir"
"Mahiber"
"Senbete"
Development
Committee
"Dabo"

7.4 How often does the "Woreda Education and Training Board" make
discussion to mobilize the community to contribute finance for running
Primary Education Projects?
a) Always D
b) Sometirnesryj
c) Never D

7.5 In which of the following educational project activities does the local
community participate?
a) in planning the project D
b) in applying the project D
c) in evaluating the project D
d) in all D
e) in none D
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7.6 How often does the local community share the cost of primary 
education projects by providing materials, finance & labour? 
a) alwaysO 
b) most of the time 0 
c) sometimes 0 
d) nevero 

7.7 If your response to question 7.6 is "always" or "most of the time", the 
extent of the contribution is 
a) high 0 d) I don't have any ideaO 
b) medium 0 
c) low 0 

8. Regarding the "Woreda Education and Training Board" 
8.1 Does the Woreda Education and Training Board have permanent 

meeting time? 
a) Yes 0 
b) NoO 

8.2 How much do the members of the Board know their duty and 
responsibilities? 
a) Very well 0 
b) Averageo 
c) Low 0 
d) Nothing 0 

8.3 Did the Board members get any training that could enable them to fulfill 
their duties and responsibilities? 
a) Yes 0 b) No 0 

8.4 If your response to question 8.3 is "Yes" do you think that the training 
was enough/sufficient? 
a) Yes 0 b) No 0 
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